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"Take good care  
of your body,  

it’s the only place 
you have to live" 

 
Jim Rohn 

ENTREPRENEUR, AUTHOR AND MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER

Welcome to  
the Future of the Body. 
 
FutureBrand constantly monitors the socio-economic
changes that are reflected across brands. 
Our global network explores points of view  
on brands, products, and markets focused 
on the future. The insights collected are also
enriched by ideas that come from individuals 
whom we interact with on a daily basis, such 
as entrepreneurs, managers, communication 
professionals, marketing experts, scholars,  
and, of course, consumers. 
In order to be 'future-proof', companies 
and brands must know how to capture, isolate, 
and translate the complex and fragmented signals 
that so many physical and digital platforms host 
and launch. This report provides a unique reading 
about the phenomena concerning one of the most 
fascinating entities of the human being: the body.
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From the first rock carvings to the present day, 
the human body has been represented, expanded, 
compressed, and celebrated. There is no art 
form that doesn’t involve the body, interpreting  
and elevating it to a symbol of perfection  
or damnation. Whether we like it or not, 
we are our bodies, and this organic encasing 
representsour most intimate expression. 
Nowadays, it is a very potent social and political 
subject in the name of which infinite battles 
are fought for the freedom of living, giving birth, 
aborting, transitioning, not modifying 
imperfections, and even dying. We think of the 
body, especially women’s bodies, sometimes 
covered, sometimes overexposed, as a body 
that doesn’t belong to those who inhabit it, 
but rather a commodity of ideological 
and commercial exchange, almost separated 
from individual will. By its very nature, the body 
is a declaration - sometimes involuntarily, often 
deliberately - that we make to the world before 
we can even speak. Every age has adopted  
different ways of trying to govern the body, 
establishing what is socially acceptable  
or inadmissible. The body has always  
been, even prior to the mind, constrained 
to uniformity; from military and school uniforms 
to factory workers’ overalls and office suits. 
In the third decade of 2000, there is tension 
between the social body, simplified and almost 
devoid of fragility, and the individual body,  

Introduction a unique and complex vessel of requests, desires, 
and aspirations. However, if politics struggles 
to keep up, society, on the other hand has come 
up with a powerful process of transformation 
that aims to release the body, all bodies, 
from conditioning. In the West, brands are quick 
to jump on new crazes, transforming the human 
body's potential beyond beauty, gender, age 
and sexual orientation. 

So what is the future of our bodies? 
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Why read the Future  
of the Body? 
 
This report constitutes a privileged viewpoint  
of the trends and evolutions connected  
to the human body that are of interest to different 
markets – beauty, fashion, wellness, fitness, 
entertainment, culture – and its reading 
can effectively guide the efforts of the brands  
that populate such markets.  
The report delves deep into five different 
perspectives of the body that allow us to see  
with greater clarity how public attitudes towards  
it have changed and, consequently, how consumer 
expectations from brands will change too. 
 
Because if the world changes,  
brands can’t stay the same.



59th Art Biennial
The milk of dreams

These are the questions that have 
given life to the Biennale Arte 2022, 
inspiring the 1,433 works of 213  
international artists.

How is the definition of human changing?
What are the differences that separate  
the vegetable, the animal, the human,  
and the non-human?
What are our responsibilities towards  
our fellow humans, other life forms,  
and the planet we inhabit?
And what would life be like without us?
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A dystopian future  
and a present no longer  
anthropocentric

To eradicate this notion, artists (the majority  
women and non-binary) represent a post-human 
condition populated by hybrids and mutants  
that design new forms of subjectivity  
and ambiguous anatomy. These are the themes 
around the exhibition: the representation  
of the body and its metamorphosis, 
the relationship between the individual 
and technology and the links that interweave body 
and nature, prospecting a cohabitation previously 
unthinkable, celebrating a new communion with 
the non-human and exalting affinity between 
living and non-living species.

The 59th International Art Exhibition of La Biennale 
di Venezia is titled The Milk of Dreams, from  
the book of same name by the surrealist artist 
Leonora Carrington. Her fable reflects,  
in an allegorical way, the reality of the 20th  
century that exerted tremendous pressure  
on the identity of individuals.  
It describes a magical world in which it’s possible 
to transform and redefine one’s own identity.  
A universe, according to Carrington,  
free and populated by fantastical creatures  
in continuous transformation; this is the vision 
that gave life to the exhibition that 'registers  
the convulsions of our times' and that, in this 
edition more than ever, helps to imagine 'new 
ways of coexisting and new, infinite possibilities 
of transformation', as explains the curator Cecilia 
Alemani. This Biennale starts a discussion about 
the Western view in which the man – male, white, 
enlightened - is the measure of all things  
and the centre of the universe. 

"The Milk of Dreams will be a journey that, 
through the metamorphosis of the body, 
will tell how the definition of human  
is changing and what the new differences 
are between human and animal."

The Future of the Body
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The starting point for our exploration of the future of the body  
is a meeting with Anthony Mathé, Semiologist and Brand Consultant, 
which has helped us reflect on, and better understand the cultural  
and philosophical factors related to the relationship  
we have with our body.
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Anthony Mathé 
SEMIOLOGIST PH.D. & BRAND CONSULTANT

More possibilities result in more freedom of expression

SO, EVEN IN THESE NEW COMMUNITIES  
THAT PUSH FOR INCLUSIVITY, THE BODY REMAINS 
SUBJECT TO JUDGEMENT AND SOCIAL PRESSURE. 
HOW ARE THESE NEW BODY MODELS REPRESENTED 
IN MARKETING CAMPAIGNS OR IN THE MEDIA? 
 
There is everything: the old model of the body 
still exists, the thin, toned, sexi body, especially as 
a model for women but, alongside this,  
there is also a genderless representation.  
It's possible for everyone to find a model to refer 
to and that represents them. More possibilities 
result in more freedom of expression, which leads  
to a polarised society. Twenty years ago, 
Non-white people were completely  
misrepresented, feeding the constant frustration 
of chasing unattainable ideals – because  
they’re unrealistic. Now, we speak of nothing 
but freedom; inclusion and diversity are the  
watchwords, but if we analyse the reality  
of the facts, these representations don’t have 

HOW MUCH DO YOU THINK THE PERCEPTION  
OF THE BODY HAS CHANGED AND HOW MUCH 
DO YOU CENTRE YOUR WORK AROUND  
THE BODY AND ITS PERCEPTION? 
 
Perception is a social construct, so it evolves 
hand in hand with society. The change 
we are witnessing today goes far beyond  
the perception of the body, a perception  
that has radically changed in the last 20 years.  
In particular, in the last five years, the body  
and beauty have taken on new social meaning 
thanks to the issues surrounding diversity,  
inclusivity, and equality. In this profound  
transformation, social media has played  
a fundamental role; through these channels,  
people are more empowered to express  
themselves and experience a rising sense 
of freedom. Today, we don’t just have a body, 
we have a social body that in the abstract allows  
us multiple possibilities that we had never imagined. 

However, this is just an ephemeral freedom,  
a mere illusion. If in the past, the body was an ideal 
body that corresponded to the diktats of thinness,  
firmness, and youthfulness, now we are faced  
with different models of the ideal body  
that submit to just as many diktats.  
We are not a body anymore, we have a body.  
The idea that the body belongs to us  
and identifies our image, our avatar, has made  
us more aware, but it has also put us under  
pressure – and social media only amplifies  
this social pressure – pushing us to pursue  
new canons of 'perfection' imposed by the body 
models we refer to. Each community recognises 
and represents itself through its own ideal body: 
there is a model for the fat body, one for the thin 
body, the black body and so on.  
It’s clear that, despite the more realistic  
and diversified representative canons, we are still 
not free from stereotypes and social pressure, 
exactly as in the past. 
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"Today, we are extremely focused  
on ourselves, we speak  

of self-acceptance, self-care,  
but in terms of sociability,  

we feel very lonely"

space in the social makeup. For example,  
in companies, it’s hard to find a meaningful  
numeric variety. We live in a paradoxical society: 
we are constantly bombarded with messages 
about body positivity, acceptance, and love,  
but we coexist in equal measure with feelings  
of racial hatred, ferocious criticism  
and marginalisation. We must relearn  
and re-educate ourselves about what it means  
to love a body, embrace diversity. We have  
forgotten how to truly love, self-granting 
the right to criticise anyone at any moment.  
Today, we speak of inclusion without being  
capable of truly including. 

WE TALKED ABOUT THE NEW NARRATIVE  
OF THE BODY AND HOW IT IS REPRESENTED.  
HOW HAS BEAUTY EVOLVED IN THIS SCENARIO?

This question personally concerns me very 
much. I started working in the beauty industry 
twenty years ago. The thesis of my PhD  
was on beauty and I have worked for many 
brands in different categories for over  
15 years. In the past, beauty was described  
as a metamorphosis, a constant change  
in pursuit of an ideal of perfection focused  
on youth and thinness. This metamorphosis 
narrative is ever-present, but it has become 
pragmatic and reachable. An effective example:

many brands speak about how it is actually  
possible to have perfect skin. As with the body, 
the concept of beauty has a new range  
of possibilities generated by the collective 
sharing of new values. There is natural beauty, 
organic beauty, and the more recent frontier 
that has opened to clean beauty. With respect 
to these topics, brands play a fundamental role 
in allowing people to perceive their own beauty 
and understand it within a more general  
framework. However, there is a problem: brands 
no longer speak about the skills and scientific 
characteristics of their products.  
All the attention and effort is concentrated  
on effectively communicating the beliefs  
and values underlying their offerings.  
This is because beauty is a social factor and,  
as a collective concept, it is based solely on the 
convictions and opinions of people. This is why 
the sector is moving towards a fake conception 
of beauty. Products are not supported by solid 
scientific fundamentals anymore. 
Brands communicate what people want to hear. 
This feeds false convictions and beliefs that 
increasingly distance brands from  
the educational role they should have.  
To remedy this prospective in the future, 
there is only one solution: customisation.  
Customising products and formulas based  
DNA, lifestyle and the preferences of each  

individual, for example. This process allows  
to be both inclusive and scientific thanks  
to adequate research. To avoid falling into 
the ‘trap’ of fake beauty, brands must rethink 
their relationship with consumers, assuming  
an educational role and using scientific  
methodology and diagnostics. From here,  
it's a short step towards customising beauty. 
The real challenge for the future is to eradicate 
the false convictions associated with fake  
beauty. A striking example is one of the principal 
current trends for girls: female face shaving, 
complete removal of all facial hair using a razor. 
This is a very risky practice because it eliminates
a superficial layer of the skin, exposing  
it to external agents. Much like this one,  
there are many other trends dangerous  
for our health that are based on myths. 
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THE EDUCATION THEME IS CERTAINLY VERY  
EFFECTIVE AND BRANDS SHOULD INVEST  
IN THIS. WHAT ARE THE MAIN CHANGES  
IN THE LAST 10 YEARS THAT HAVE INFLUENCED 
THE PERCEPTION OF THE BODY  
AND THE BEAUTY IDEAL AND HOW ARE THEY 
REPRESENTED TODAY? 
 
In the past, the beauty ideal was very high 
and the diktat was very rigid. Society has been 
pushing an inclusive agenda and this can coerce  
us to think that, (remove comma) by embracing  
the theme of acceptance and openness  
to everything that is diverse, our present can 
be better – but it’s utopic, another unattainable 
ideal.. It’s important to remember that the body  
is both an individual and social body simultaneously. 
Today, we are extremely focused on ourselves, 
we speak of self-acceptance, self-care,  
but in terms of sociability, we feel very lonely.  
A diverse community can be found among us.  
We are not a part of any community that  
is not ours. Even though today the beauty ideal 
may seem easier to achieve because all we do 
is talk about it and it will remain unattainable 
anyway. We are naive to believe that the opposite  
can happen. The new beauty ideal is ideal  
by definition. Ideal means an abstract production  
of the imagination, one that doesn’t correspond 
to reality and is therefore impossible to reach.  

It is a continuous process without a real point  
of arrival. Growing individualism makes us forget 
how happy we could be in our community.
Social media has put us in contact with many  
people, but these connections don’t correspond 
to real relationships. All of this is limiting  
our daily life. It’s a vicious cycle in which we give  
a hand to social media in increasing the enormous 
social pressure of which we ourselves are victims. 
It’s precisely by exploiting this pressure  
that haters find space in cyberbullying  
and criticism. Given social networks aren’t going 
to disappear, brands can resort - and many are 
already doing so - to celebrities and influencers 
to divulge reliable scientific content. The use  
of such characters has made the educational role  
of brands even more current and contemporary, 
transforming classical and academic education 
into a new form of entertainment based  
on desire; because beauty and the body  
are desired. Because beauty and the body are 
desired. Herein lies the complexity of this matter: 
we want to make everything simple and easy,  
but beauty and the body are not exactly simple.  
On the contrary, they are pure complexity; they 
are simultaneously part of an individual and social 
dimension. Rather than explaining the complexity, 
we deny it and I think this is a grave mistake.  
If we look at brands today, we get the impression 
it is very easy to be clean, safe, and natural,  

but that’s not true. Behind this there’s hard work. 
A work in continuous evolution because,  
for example, natural beauty isn’t necessarily clean  
and therefore not necessarily safe.  
Natural beauty might not be the right solution,  
as we believed until recently. All the big  
companies focus on the use of natural  
ingredients, but what will they say in five or ten 
years when they realise that more and more  
people are starving and resources are scarce?
We will have to turn our gaze to the pharmaceutical 
and chemical industries. Easy is synonymous  
with laziness. We shouldn’t be naive, we should  
be more efficient and accept complexity  
as an opportunity.  
 
REGARDING COMPLEXITY AND THE WAY BEAUTY 
IS DEFINED, DO YOU THINK THAT IN THE FUTURE 
BRANDS WILL RISK CONTRIBUTING TO THE  
CREATION OF NEW STEREOTYPES CONNECTED 
TO NEW FORMS OF BEAUTY REPRESENTATION? 
 
For certain: in order to eliminate one stereotype, 
we must create a new one. It’s completely  
different from what people generally think  
and believe. You can’t simply abolish a stereotype. 
 

SO IS IT IMPOSSIBLE TO ELIMINATE A STEREOTYPE 
BECAUSE, AT THE MOMENT WE REMOVE IT,  
WE WOULD BE CREATING A NEW ONE?
 
It’s not through creating a new stereotype that 
it becomes a social stereotype. Rather, a social 
stereotype can become a standard of thought, 
which shapes the culture around it. 
What we should concentrate on in order  
to manage the inevitable presence  
of stereotypes is personalisation, that should  
be both individually and collectively. We should 
focus on how to share our skills, our unique visions  
of beauty with friends and family, because  
personalisation is synonymous with shared beauty 
and shared values. Society is based on beliefs  
and convictions, but if we can have beliefs  
and convictions based on facts and abilities,  
that would be the ideal condition to aspire to.
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One of the biggest proof points  
that the perception of our bodies has changed  
is the acceptance of non-conforming bodies.  
A new frontier that liberates the body  
from the shackles of aesthetics, resizes  
the importance of favouring a more functional  
vision that proudly celebrates the body  
as a means of living, sustenance, movement,  
nutrition, love… Promoting this self-celebration 
of the body, placing all types of physiques  
on the same plane, encourages us to take care  
of ourselves, giving equal dignity to the bodies 
which we until now considered ‘different’.

01 / Non-conforming bodies
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01/ The diversity of skin shades is already a trend  
in cosmetics, but the world of shapewear still  
has to catch up, especially the world of modelling  
underwear. When it comes to shapewear in fact,  
the offering of colours is very limited.  
Skims, designed by Kim Kardashian, offers nine options 
of colours that include Sand, Mica, Clay, Ocher, Sienna, 
Umber, Oxide, Cocoa, and Onyx. Kardashian’s goal  
is to offer all women shapewear that feels like a second 
skin, which is hard to do without adequate  
and accurate shades. 

SKIMS UNDERWEAR - USA

02/

Color Carne (flesh colour) is a project born  
from the need to change the perception of skin colour  
as being only one, usually referring to the Caucasian 
race. Throughout the years, products and 'flesh-coloured' 
clothing have always been associated with pale pink, 
without accounting for other shades of skin. 
The authors of the project Giuditta Rossi and Cristina 
Maurelli, brand strategist and brand storyteller 
respectively, decided to propose a reflection  
on the biases that affect us, as well as a call to action, 
so that everyone feels represented by brands  
in an appropriate way. Only one month after launching 
the campaign, one of the most important Italian  
dictionaries decided to change the definition  
of the term 'flesh-coloured'.

COLOR CARNE - ITALY

FLESH-COLOURED

How can prejudice be fought if even the language 
we use daily is discriminatory?  
For example, let's think of a beauty brand 
that creates products for many different skin 
tones or a brand of underwear that produces 
products in-line with the complexion; how many 
times is the term 'flesh-coloured' used? 
The dictionary reads: 'refers to a pale pink colour, 
similar to that of human flesh'; according to this,  
flesh-coloured, that of human flesh, is only one: 
the pale pink. That’s when brands and campaigns 
come into play that, in an educational manner,  
redefining the language of this category –  
harmless in appearance, and yet highly 
discriminatory. It’s a brand’s role to propose
products and representations that celebrate 
everyone and do justice to all the nuances. 
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BODY POSITIVITY

Body positivity is not a new term and its meaning 
has changed and expanded throughout time. 
From simple hashtags where overweight women 
revindicated the beauty of their own bodies,  
it has become a global movement that presses 
for the normalisation of the body, of all bodies, 
celebrating imperfections and unhinging the very 
rigid, unattainable canons that dictate beauty.
Today, the Body Positivity movement presents  
big bodies, bodies with vitiligo, cellulite, stretch  
marks, scars or with disabilities. This positive 
wave overwhelms and redefines the language  
of the category, undermining the concepts  
of bikini body, diet culture, and fatphobia.  
The number of brands that have become 
ambassadors for this movement and that denounce
all forms of discrimination and body shaming 
has grown. These brands strive to promote 
and present more inclusivity and develop 
products that meet all of these 
unmet needs so far.

'Belle di faccia' (beautiful face) is a project  
that was born in 2018 with an Instagram page  
and became an activist association in 2019.  
The idea of Mara Mibelli, digital expert,  
and Chiara Meloni, illustrator, originated from  
the necessity of showing big bodies – not only  
as the centre of the Italian body positive movement – 
with a specific focus around Fat Acceptance and Fat 
Liberation. The goal is to create awareness,  
favoring a positive confrontation and offering points  
of reflection that support anyone living in a body  
considered non-conforming, to normalise perception.

04/

BELLEDIFACCIA - ITALY

ADIDAS - USA

03/
The latest Adidas social media campaign dedicated  
to sports bras saw the brand at the centre of an intense 
debate because of explicit nudity.  
The caption of the campaign read: 'We believe that every 
woman, regardless of their form and size, deserves 
comfort and support. That’s why our line of sport bras  
is composed of 43 options, so all women can have  
what they want.' Adidas highlighted the importance  
of normalising bodies for what they are, of educating  
the future generation in terms of inclusivity  
and confidence, diminishing the suffering  
that comes from prejudice.
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DÀME – ITALY

An inclusive and independent magazine that talks  
about the female body and body positivity. This project  
developed from the awareness that there is a subjective 
perception of physical inadequacy compared to the 
imposed social standard, tackling the complexity of the 
human experience starting with the female body.  
The goal is to indicate a possible change through 
independent publishing to fight for greater social  
justice that protects physical diversity.

07/

EVASTAZITTA - ITALY

06/
Giulia Paganelli is a body anthropologist who deals 
with disclosure of sensitive topics on her social media 
profile @evastaizitta. She deals with themes concerning 
non-conforming bodies, fatphobia, and feminism.  
Giulia offers a testimonial of how we still live immersed  
in a social context that leaves little space  
for integration.

UNDERARGUMENT UNDERWEAR – UK

The brand Underargument chooses its models based  
on their stories and without seeing them, proposing  
a truly 'anti-casting' approach. No photo books  
or auditions. A revolution that also sees celebrities  
and the brands involved follow the diffusion  
of body positivity.

05/
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1/3 64% 61%

A third of adults in the world 
have shown embarrassment, 
dissatisfaction, preoccupation 
and discomfort by their own 
physical appearance. 
96% are women. 
 
MENTAL HEALTH FOUNDATION – 'BODY IMAGE: 
HOW WE THINK AND FEEL ABOUT OUR BODIES', 
2019

According to the latest 
report from ADI, between 
February 2020  
and February 2021  
there has been a 30% 
increase in cases  
of eating disorders 
— mostly in the 13-16  
year-old age group. 
ITALIAN ASSOCIATION OF DIET AND CLINICAL 
NUTRITION (ADI) - 'GIORNATA MONDIALE  
SUI DISTURBI DELL’ALLIMENTAZIONE', 2021

Aversion to one’s own 
physical appearance 
affects about 61%  
of teenagers around  
the world. 
 
JOURNAL OF EPIDEMIOLOGY & COMMUNITY 
HEALTH, 2021

Some 
data
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In 2018, Microsoft made its contribution  
to the promotion of inclusivity with the launch  
of a controller suite that allows those with disabilities 
to use their Xbox. In the 2020 campaign, the company 
condensed its commitment in favour of inclusivity  
in its slogan: 'When everybody plays, we all win'.

Sofia Jirau is 25 and proud to be the first model  
with Down's Syndrome to be chosen by Victoria’s 
Secret. The appointment of Sofia Jirau as the new face  
of the lingerie brand comes in the wake of a new mode  
of communication towards inclusivity and represents  
a real watershed in the story of a brand known  
for proposing perfect bodies and for a tendency  
to only satisfy the fantasies of straight men.

VICTORIA'S SECRET - USA

MICROSOFT XBOX - USA

09/

08/

DISABILITIES

Thanks to the spread of a new perspective 
focussing on the person and not their condition 
or physical appearance, disabilities are finally  
no longer a synonym for sickness.  
Brands and services dedicated to disabled  
people have been stripping numerous negative 
prejudices from disabilities that have always 
equated disabilities to sickness. Even in this case, 
the language and its utilisation play a fundamental 
role: for example, brands no longer use medical 
terms like 'patients' or utilise incorrect 
expressions like 'suffering from disabilities'  
or 'suffering from Down's Syndrome'.  
It’s affirming a new, more equal and inclusive  
culture that allows those with disabilities  
to live the same experiences as anyone else.
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HOW HAS THE PERCEPTION AND REPRESENTATION 
OF THE BODY CHANGED FOR THE BRANDS  
WITH WHICH YOU COLLABORATE? 
 
In the last four years, thanks to a law in Israel  
that governs the use of Photoshop in terms  
of retouching bodies, brands have been reducing 
its use. Beauty is no longer a synonym for thinness; 
there are many advertising campaigns and brands 
that now employ different types of models  
and carry out inclusive campaigns with women  
of different sizes and builds, people with  
disabilities, or people with autism and kids  
with various pathologies. 
 
CAN BRANDS POSITIVELY AND NEGATIVELY  
INFLUENCE PEOPLE REGARDING 
THE PERCEPTION OF THEIR OWN BODIES?
 
Brands have a big influence on their audience  
and must do much more than resorting to using 

plus size models for their advertising campaigns.
I think brands have even more awareness of their 
role now and the responsibility that comes with it. 
Some brands, for example, run educational  
programs in high schools where they teach 
parents how to manage their children’s issues 
related to their bodies, and how to communicate 
with them to help with their confidence.
 
IN THE WORLD OF COMMUNICATION  
AND ADVERTISING, HOW WERE DISABILITIES 
REPRESENTED BEFORE THESE CHANGES?

They weren’t represented. People with disabilities 
were completely ignored by the media.  
In recent years, things have changed primarily 
because brands have realised that 10%  
of the population has some sort of disability  
and, secondly, because people want to see  
authenticity and reality. This has led brands  
to become more conscious of how important  

it is to use real people as references, outside  
of the classical canon of the fashion industry.  
If brands don’t adopt this type of behaviour,  
in today's environment, they will lose credibility.
 
IN THE PAST, DISABILITIES WERE PRESENTED  
WITH AN EXCLUSIVELY MEDICAL APPROACH  
AND PEOPLE WITH SPECIAL NEEDS WERE  
DESCRIBED AS INDIVIDUALS WHO NEEDED  
ASSISTANCE. IS IT STILL THE CASE? 

No, the approach has been changing, there 
is more awareness and information regarding 
the different types of disabilities. In the last few 
years, British television network Channel 4 ran 
a campaign about Paralympic athletes, one of the 
best advertising campaigns broadcast globally 
that was very popular because it gave disabled 
people a way to be seen for what they are: 
people, exactly like us, full of emotions and the 
desire to live. Nike also has gone to great lengths 

Michal Popow
VP CLIENT MCCANN ISRAEL

The key to this shifting is authenticity
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KNOWING THAT THINGS ARE CHANGING,  
WHY ARE BRANDS THAT CATER TO PEOPLE WITH 
DISABILITIES STILL SO FEW? ESPECIALLY TAKING 
INTO ACCOUNT THAT THEY REPRESENT 10%  
OF THE MARKET?

It’s like this: the majority of brands don’t intend 
to invest in this audience. This is a big mistake 
because this category represents a large quota 
of the market. Brands must make themselves 
more accessible for people with disabilities,  
having, for example, people with disabilities 
representing the brand, collaborating with 
influencers with disabilities and, above all, making 
shops, stores, products and websites free from 
accessibility barriers. Furthermore, it’s commonly 
believed that a disabled person doesn’t have full 
responsibility in the management of their finances 
(credit card, bank account…); obviously this is not 
always true. The majority are financially  
independent and have families to take care of, 
work daily, and have an income similar  
to non-disabled people.

to raise public awareness on this topic.  
Unfortunately, even though things are changing, 
this doesn’t happen everywhere: here in Israel  
we have not yet reached this goal; however, 
at a local level, more brands are moving in that 
direction, collaborating with NGOs to carry out 
inclusive campaigns that generate awareness.

WHY HAVE THINGS CHANGED? IS IT CONNECTED 
TO THE FACT THAT PEOPLE ARE MORE INFORMED 
AND SENSITIVE TOWARDS THESE ISSUES OR IS IT  
A REAL MANIFESTATION OF CULTURAL CHANGE?

I think the change is driven by a new way of 
looking at customers: they are no longer  
potential buyers, but people first. The key to this 
shifting is authenticity. People don’t want to see 
reality through rose-coloured lenses.  
They want a much more real and concrete  
approach. They want to feel like part 
of a community. This is reflected in brands:  
consumers demand that companies engage  
in a concrete way and give something back  
to the community in terms of values  
and experience, respect for the environment,  
and inclusivity. If a brand doesn’t engage in social 
activities, people will stop believing in this brand, 
especially the younger generations.

WHICH BRANDS ARE RESPONDING TO PEOPLE 
THAT HAVE SPECIAL NEEDS? ARE THERE SPECIFIC 
MARKETS THAT ARE DEALING WITH  
THIS ISSUE BETTER?

I believe that the service sector is very strong  
in this area, especially banks and insurance  
companies, the household equipment  
and furniture areas; in general, the FMCG.  
The fashion world, on the other hand, is doing  
a lot from a brand value perspective, but is yet  
to translate such values into actual products.

SPEAKING OF DISABILITIES, DIVERSITY, AND 
INCLUSIVITY, IT SEEMS THAT BRANDS ARE 
QUICKER TO CHANGE THAN INSTITUTIONS SUCH 
AS SCHOOLS, FOR EXAMPLE. IS THAT TRUE?

As a citizen of the world, I would like the government
and institutions, including schools, to evolve  
quickly, adapting to changes in global society,  
but bureaucracy and politics represent two big 
obstacles to achieving these goals. The reason 
why brands work on these changes faster  
is because they can implement them quickly  
and produce a concrete impact, while institutions 
have much longer timescales.

"The change is driven by the new 
way of looking at customers: 

they are no longer potential buyers, 
but people first.  

The key to this shifting  
is authenticity"
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"At the end of the day we are  
people, just like all of you.  

Even if you have a disability,  
you can always do everything  

you want, get whatever you want  
and create anything you want."

THISABLES IS A PROJECT YOU UNDERTOOK 
WITH IKEA. HOW WAS THIS IDEA BORN AND 
WHAT WAS PROCESS OF BRINGING SUCH  
AN INNOVATIVE CAMPAIGN TO LIFE?  

It has been a long process of almost three years 
and not without its challenges. Disabled people 
need to look for shops dedicated to responding 
to specific purchasing needs, but these realities 
make you feel marginalised. The ThisAbles  
campaign came to life from this insight.  
We thought it would be fantastic to make  
shopping the same for everyone, go to a 'normal' 
shop and find what you want. Many times  
we thought we wouldn't make it. Then, with our 
CEO, we decided to construct an IKEA room  
in our offices. We went to IKEA to buy furniture 
and we reproduced a small store. That is how  
we convinced our client: allowing them to visualise
the room and making them touch the extraordinary 
potential of our project with their hands. 

WHAT HAPPENED AFTER THE CAMPAIGN  
LAUNCHED? 

We were blown away by the amount  
of people that contacted us, we sent products 
from Canada to Australia to everyone  
who wanted to try them. We had enormous  
success in the media. What happened in the store 
was fantastic: we watched the reaction of the 
people who came to IKEA regularly, they were 
thrilled. We printed thousands of pieces  
that were not only useful to disabled people,  
but also elderly people. We made a lot  
of products, especially for children with  
disabilities that participated in our focus groups 
or that we met by going to schools. Our goal  
is to extend this project on a global level, there  
is no reason why IKEA can’t produce these types 
of objects in any country. Covid-19 has slowed 
our plans down, but we will continue  
in this direction. 

Eldar Yusupov
COPYWRITER MCCANN ISRAEL

Even if you have a disability,  
you can always do everything you want
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HOW IMPORTANT IS IT TO PUSH THE CUSTOMER 
TO OVERCOME STEREOTYPES AND PREJUDICES 
AND WHAT SHOULD THE ROLE OF CONSULTING 
AND COMMUNICATION AGENCIES BE?

Our role is very important: we represent  
a dynamic world in which many people converge. 
We are able to influence and change  
the perspective of both consumers  
and companies. We should, therefore, break 
stereotypes and prejudices, providing strategic 
points of view. Obviously we can only do so with 
the help and partnership of our customers,  
but it’s primarily our responsibility. In the past,  
we didn’t have a diverse and real representation 
of consumers (minorities, LGBTQI+ or even just  
a woman sitting behind the wheel of a car).  
Fortunately, today the perception has changed 
and, as a consequence, what we see  
in advertisements has also changed.

IKEA - ISRAEL
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Traditionally, brands propose products  
that respond to the desires of the consumers, 
reflect their characteristics and support  
their behaviours. This marketing approach  
has resulted in products focused on men  
and other products focused on women,  
differentiated by packaging, shapes, and colour, 
with warm colours for masculine products,  
soft and delicate for feminine products.  
This dichotomy, based on gender stereotypes 
and fulled by decades of gender marketing  
is gradually making way for proposals 
and representations in which anyone, independent 
of gender, can recognise themselves. 
The active role of consumers and their changed 
sensitivity towards these issues is redefining 
the market paradigm, forcing brands to adapt.

02 / Bodies and gender
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"Do you believe that there are only two genders, male and female?
No, sir. The wife is a gender apart; like her husband, a gender apart [...]
If I had the melancholy of composing one reasoned grammar,  
as I say, I would like to establish a rule that we must say: the wife;  
and, consequently, the husband." 

Luigi Pirandello
(NOV., I, P. 274)
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02/

DAYE - UK

The hygiene sector of feminine products is experiencing 
a notable transformation thanks to the proliferation  
of independent brands that, with audacity and creativity, 
break taboos. The smartest companies reinvent  
the most basic feminine hygiene products to increase 
comfort. The British startup Daye is launching a tampon 
infused with CBD, with the goal of making the menstrual 
cycle as painless as possible.

THINX - USA

01/
Thinx, an American brand of menstrual underwear,  
is notable because of its unique tone.  
The design of the packs is ironic and purposefully  
explicit. The launch of their organic tampons was  
a success, with the first batch selling out in just 24 
hours. Now the brand focuses on changing  
the conservative attitude of the Chinese public towards 
menstruation, proposing an elegant and discreet  
packaging that elevates the product, moving away from 
a clinical perception to one that is more lifestyle-led.

LINGERIE

Menstruation is a very radical taboo in cultures  
all over the world. It’s interesting to note how, 
once again, the language and its etymology feeds 
the false myth of popular culture.  
The word taboo actually derives from  
the Polynesyan 'tàpu' – literally 'marked with  
a sign' – with the double meaning of sacred  
and impure. Priests are taboo, but so are corpses, 
sperm, menstrual blood and anyone who comes  
in contact with it. Because they’re considered 
impure and, therefore, dangerous, during  
their menstrual cycle, women have been,  
and continue to be, isolated. What woman  
has never felt shame because of her  
own menstrual cycle? 
Why are words like 'cycle' and 'blood' replaced 
by euphemisms such as 'flow' and 'health 
products'? In 2019, Bodyform (an Essity brand)  
has ushered a new era with their campaign  
#Bloodnormal, the first advertisement in which  
menstrual blood isn’t blue or green, but red.  
The only way to break down prejudices  
is to confront taboos in the open,  
both on the screen or and via debates. 
Normalising and realistically representing  
menstruation must become normal so that  
women can feel proud and confident without  
any embarrassment or discomfort about  
a completely natural fact.
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Euphemisms 
 
Every culture and every language  
has coined creative – or not that 
creative – expressions to refer  
to menstruation, treating the topic 
as something to keep silent about  
or conceal.
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ANEO - UK PERIOD PANTONE- USA

BLOODY GOOD PERIOD - UK

HAZEL MEAD - UK

The menstrual cycle is a source of embarrassment  
and shame that is hidden using a special, totally invented 
language. Hazel Mead is a British illustrator whose  
explicit comics ironise the subject to normalise physical 
and psychological symptoms of the menstrual cycle. 
That’s how a menstrual cup becomes a gliterry goblet, 
while the Pantone comic explains all the nuances  
of menstruation. Hazel has collaborated with Netflix  
and Adobe, as well as with organisations such  
as Amnesty International and Bloody Good Period.  
Their work is currently exhibited at the Vagina  
Museum in London.

'We fight for equality and for the rights of anyone  
to bleed' – claims Bloody Good Period, an association 
with the purpose of creating a sustainable range  
of products for menstrual hygiene that everyone can 
afford. The association, born from a digital collection  
on Facebook, has become an institution in the world  
of non-profit organisations committed to guaranteeing 
equality even to those who are forced to give up their 
daily routine during menstruation due to the high cost  
of hygiene products.

Pantone joins period positivity with the launch of a new 
shade of red inspired by menstrual blood.  
The bold colour targets on taboo topics, such  
as menstruation, trying to initiate a process  
of normalising the conversation. The red period  
was created in collaboration with the Swedish brand 
Intimia as part of the campaign Seen + Heard.  
The project aims to create a social environment in which 
the conversations on taboo topics, menstruation  
for example, can be dealt with in a creative way, 
with naturalness and lightness.

The ANEO project proposes a kit that allows women 
to collect their period blood to then send it to a blood 
bank where it can be utilised in the treatment  
for specific illnesses. Usually, the procedure  
of extracting embryonic stem cells from the bone  
marrow tends to be invasive and uncomfortable;  
however, thanks to this project, the practice  
of collecting stems is a lot simpler.  
The project is a candidate for the MullenLowe Nova  
in London, an initiative that highlights the most socially 
creative project.

06/

05/04/

03/
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"There is a world of facets  
and diversity to explore.  

It is a training course that moves 
away from the product, that works  

on the purpose of the brand to bring 
a concrete contribution on topics  

of public interest."

ESSITY HAS USHERED IN A NEW ERA.  
WHAT DID YOU SEE IN THE MARKET AND WHY  
DID YOU MAKE SUCH A RADICAL CHANGE?  

Michela: Our brand philosophy is focused  
on women in an unconventional manner.  
This means breaking the mould, paying attention 
to the diversity that is emerging and the infinite 
nuances connected to sexuality and physicality. 
Consider bodies with psoriasis, impairments, 
limitations, imperfect bodies. Our target is very 
ample, internally we call it 'Women Plus' because  
it refers to parts of reality, not quantity.  
The DNA of the company is Swedish and therefore 
culturally open minded. Because of this, it is very 
natural to insert in the company strong  
and disruptive themes. 
Laura: We started in 2019 with 'Blood Normal',  
the first campaign that showed menstrual blood. 
The disgust towards that campaign in Italy has 
created a problem. In Italy, menstrual blood  

was not represented in its real colour, but always 
blue or violet. We expected a reaction, but not 
one so violent. Perhaps we, women living in Milan, 
lived in our bubble. It seemed normal to treat  
a familiar topic, it was just menstrual blood, blood 
isn’t blue, we are not Smurfs. It’s strange  
that in 2020 we hadn’t yet seen blood on TV.  
Or worse, you can see blood on TV very easily,  
as throat cutting and violence is fine, but when  
it comes to menstrual blood, it becomes a taboo, 
we can’t speak about it and seeing it will rouse 
rage and disgust. In the beginning, we reacted 
against the social media backlash, which was 
partly expected, in a way a health and hygiene  
leader in the category must: with data. In 2019, 
we conducted research on menstruation in Italy 
to understand why the phenomenon was still  
a controversial subject. We found that 27%  
of Italian women experience their cycles with  
embarrassment; 24% consider it disabling; 16% 
don’t talk about it; and 25% of men said that 

Michela Marabini and Laura Deni
MARKETING MANAGER INTIMATE HYGIENE ESSITY ITALIA / COMMUNICATION MANAGER ESSITY ITALIA 

There is a world of facets and diversity to explore
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"There exists and persists  
a patriarchal cultural heritage,  

but if we don’t change what we see  
in the media, it’s hard to eradicate  

it. So brands produce culture  
and, that way, can contribute  
to changing the mentality."

menstruating women have reduced work  
performance. We have tried to initiate a journey 
of normalisation, involving public authorities such 
as Diana De Marchi (Pari Opportunità in Milan),  
for example, who was a speaker at one of our  
conferences. Our commitment as a brand is not  
just about menstruation, but more generally 
around the perception of the female body.  
We have continued on the common thread  
of knowledge and acceptance of the body  
to speak about the anatomy with 'Non esiste  
la vulva perfetta' ('There is no perfect vulva'),  
the perfect vulva is your vulva. It should be like 
this, but it isn’t. 45% of Italians don’t speak about 
the vulva, 34% are embarrassed talking about it, 
and 32% of Italians don’t know that the vulva  
and vagina are two different organs: the taboo  
is connected to ignorance and this prevents  
us from accepting diversity and from making  
an impact on people's daily hygiene.

BRANDS USUALLY RIDE STEREOTYPES. 
YOU HAVE IT THAT A BRAND TRIES TO OFFER  
AN ALTERNATIVE INSTEAD OF CHOOSING  
THE EASY WAY? ALSO, ABOVE ALL,  
DOES IT WORK OR IS IT SUICIDE?

Michela: It’s imperative to change the rules  
of the game because a brand must be real  
and authentic and, above all, have a position.  
That is our branding vision: brands destined  
to remain in the market are those that have  
a role in society and a precise purpose.  
In the light of this, the values of inclusivity  
and diversity, against taboos and stigmas,  
are our north stars. As a brand we have made  
the decision to be courageous because we can’t 
stay in a limbo: our communication and message 
are true. We want to stimulate the debate,  
ours is a voluntary choice that aims to reduce  
the gap. We want to raise doubts, raise questions.  
If we had continued to show blue liquid no one 
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would have asked questions. If we hadn’t done  
it, we would have continued to be complicit  
in a society that sees women as performing  
less for 5 days each month.
Laura: All you have to do is think that until the 70s 
there was a law in Italy that prevented women 
from being in the role of magistrate because they 
were considered emotionally and psychologically 
unstable. We must then confront a society  
in which this descrimination was sanctioned  
by the legal system until recently. It’s true that 
there is and persists a patriarchal cultural  
heritage, but if we don’t change what we see 
in the media, it will be difficult to eradicate it. 
Brands can also produce culture and, that way, 
we can contribute to change the mentality.  
This is very much about the body of which we 
know above all the representations external to us.
Michela: As a marketing manager, what makes me 
the saddest were the allegations of having come 
up with a case to sell more. The reality is that  
we have espoused certain values, we have 
invested in them in first person, with the aim  
of creating a more inclusive culture.
Laura: Essity is a company with a purpose,  
so for us the main aim is to bring forward a social 
purpose. We want to contribute to the development 
of the company. Blood Normal, Viva La Vulva  
(W the vulva) and Senza Età (Ageless)  
are declarations of our brand’s purpose  

'Breaking barriers to well-being', that are 
reflected in all areas in which it operates. 

IN TERMS OF INNOVATION, HAS THE PURPOSE  
OF ESSITY LED TO A CHANGE OF PRODUCTS  
AS WELL? OR DOES IT JUST CHANGE  
THE WAY THEY ARE SOLD?

Michela: I’ll say it’s a mix of both: for the specific 
products for incontinence, we are looking  
to explain the need for different male/female  
products. Many men use products designed 
for female anatomy. We have drawn absorbent 
panties for different men and women in different 
shapes, colours, and typology of absorbance,  
but they continue to work more as unisex 
products. We perceive that as a lack of awareness 
and taboo. The main principle should be adherence 
to the body: the products evolve to adequate 
themselves to different anatomies.  
Nuvenia’s research is guided precisely by the 
concept of adaptability.
Laura: Another innovation is Emy, developed  
by our brand Tena which focuses on more mature 
women. It’s a technological tool to rehabilitate 
the pelvic floor and register its status, connected 
to an app used a lot in the UK. There are diverse 
alternatives to the menstrual pad, such  
as the menstrual cup or the absorbent panty.

THE MENSTRUAL CUP IN ITALY IS HARDLY  
FOUND OFFLINE: WHY? 

Michela: It’s primarily about a cultural theme.  
Just consider that tampons are only used by 6% 
of Italian women, a stable percentage that  
doesn’t change yearly. We have done research  
on the use of these products and it emerged  
that Italy is aligned with Poland in respect  
to the consumption of these products.  
It is a religious aspect that feeds an enormous 
taboo. Behind this wall there is the internet, 
where the menstrual cup is very talked about, 
because there is interest and curiosity,  
and the new consumers are much more informed. 
 
IMAGINING A FUTURE IN WHICH EVERYONE 
COMMUNICATES 'BLOOD NORMAL',  
WHAT WILL ESSITY DO?  
WHAT’S THE NEXT TABOO TO BREAK? 

Laura: An interesting campaign started  
in Scandinavian countries called Womb Stories. 
It’s a tale that goes beyond physical and tangible 
elements to deal with the female pain connected 
to the menstrual cycle and also endometriosis, 
vaginismus and other invalidating sicknesses.  
This is also taboo in that the woman shouldn’t 
express pain related to her genital apparatus. 
There is also another beautiful project called

Pain Museum from Bodyform – the brand  
associated with Nuvenia in the UK – that deals 
with the stories of women and their uterus.  
This, as far as the feminine goes, is the new  
frontier that taboo needs to break through.  
For us the first step is representation  
and the second is knowledge and education.
Michela: Essity will work more and more in the 
field of inclusion, to reduce the gender gap.  
It’s a world of facets and diversity to explore.  
It’s a journey of formation that moves away from 
the product, which works on the brand’s purpose 
to make a concrete contribution on issues  
of the public interest. 
Laura: The focus remains on the female body,  
the v-zone. We want to act in a more concrete 
way so it’s not just an object, an aid.  
The element of differentiation that must guide 
isn’t only the functionality or the peculiarity  
of the product, but its value.
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"Why do we in the beauty industry 
call women's products 'beauty'  
and men's 'toiletries'?  
Is masculinity so fragile  
it needs a different term?"

David Yi
BEAUTY EDITOR, VERY GOOD LIGHT

The Future of the Body
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HIMS – USA

Hims, the brand for personal body care and wellness, 
offers millennials products for hair loss and erectile  
dysfunction. The brand wants to change the debate 
about the diverse problems that are still taboo.  
'There are still health problems that make men insecure. 
We want to eliminate the stigma', said Andrew Dudum, 
founder and CEO of Hims, to Stylus. 'We want to directly 
talk to boys, but also with irony.  
This way, we are normalising the conversation 
and reassuring men that these are very common  
problems that can be resolved.'

STRYX - USA

'Stryx was founded on a simple intuit: men try to look 
beautiful.' That’s the philosophy of the American brand 
Stryx that, thanks to a team of cosmetic specialists,  
gives life to a line of male skincare products.  
Stryx defines itself as the first company ever  
to conceptualise a big portfolio of male products.

07/

06/

MALE BODY CARE

Taking care of yourself and your body is no longer 
exclusive to the female world, but is also  
a pleasure offered to men.  
The boom in the market for products focused  
on male grooming proves that. Gone is the time 
when the only body care ritual practised by men 
was shaving; today, the trend of beauty for men  
is filled with solutions that go from haircare  
and hair styling products to skincare products 
(such as anti-age creams, eye contour creams, 
face cleansers), shaving products and fragrances 
to even makeup (lip balms, foundation  
and concealers, eyebrow pencils…).  
International brands nominate male ambassadors 
seizing the opportunity for a more open  
and relaxed attitude, promoted by numerous 
boy-bloggers who are clearing the way for male 
beauty, dressing it up with new positive meanings 
of the concept of masculinity, and giving dignity 
to any form of personal care.
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In 2021, more than half  
of men consuming skincare 
products in China have  
stated to use products 
very often or daily when 
they need help with their 
dry skin.
STATISTA - 'FREQUENCY OF USING SKINCARE 
AND MAKE-UP PRODUCTS AMONG MALE 
CONSUMERS IN CHINA', 2021

In Italy, the average  
monthly expense  
in beauty products  
in 2021 is around 30€  
for both genders.
STATISTA - 'MONTHLY AVERAGE SPEND 
ON BEAUTY PRODUCTS IN ITALY IN 2021 
(IN EUROS), BY GENDER', 2021

The global market 
of products for women's 
skincare, estimated  
at $12 bln in 2020, 
will reach $16.3 bln  
by 2026.
CISION PR NEWSWIRE - 'GLOBAL MEN'S SKINCARE 
PRODUCTS MARKET TO REACH $16.3 BILLION 
BY 2026', 2021

$16.3bln€3054.9%
Some 
data
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Acne, the Swedish cult brand, has launched  
a line of gender neutral underwear that opens  
up to an androgenous aesthetic that was already  
experimented with by Calvin Klein in the 90s.  
The line includes boxers, briefs, shorts and high-waisted 
garments. The colours are neutral precisely  
to avoid segmentation of the collection when it comes  
to gender and not to tastes or to function.

ACNE - SWEDENOFFICIAL REBRAND - USA

Many gender-fluid or LQBTQI+ garment collections  
are created as limited editions during the Pride months. 
Brands must instead consider new bodies as an integral 
part of their customer base and create continuous 
collections that are actually for everyone.  
Official Rebrand creates sustainable and non-gender  
conforming clothes for all people,  
whatever their orientation, size and skills.

09/

08/

THE APPROACH TO GENDER FLUID 

The younger generation refuse labels and rebel 
when they find they must encase their own  
gender identity within the male/female binary. 
The body is the starting point for exploration  
of their own reality, and this new desire to discover 
oneself and experiment the male and female 
traits of their own personality with total freedom 
– considered until now to be facets of a unicum 
rather than opposing poles – makes them  
recognise themselves in a more fluid gender. 
Everyday society, that in the past forced  
non-binary people to deny or repress their  
own identity, is failing thanks to the large number 
of testimonials from famous people and the many 
new channels of communication.  
Finding one’s own uniqueness is today considered 
a new universal right to fight for and it is shared  
not only by representatives of the gender  
fluid movement, but also by cisgender peers.  
Brands that focus on making this vision their own 
and eliminating the old legacy of gender roles will 
be able to converse with different targets  
and establish a link with the new generation.
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For years, brands have shown to be more reactive  
than proactive when it comes to the needs  
of the LGBTQI+ community, leaving the burden of finding 
creative solutions to satisfy their own needs  
to the community. The US brand GI Collection creates 
lingerie for transgender women before surgical  
intervention and for those that choose not to get any 
surgery. Designer Carmen Lui, herself a transgender 
woman, has created a line that offers traditional lingerie  
and eliminates the need to resort to homemade  
lingerie to hide certain shapes.

GI COLLECTION - USA

11/

ARMANI BEAUTY - ITALY

Among the ambassadors of 2022, Armani Beauty  
has chosen the lovely face of the top transgender model 
Valentina Sampaio. A personal commitment by the model 
and the brand in favour of increasingly inclusive fashion. 

10/

THE TRANSGENDER BODY

Transgenders, who don’t recognise in themselves 
the identity assigned to them from birth,  
struggle to find answers to their specific needs.  
Until very recently, the market simply acted  
like they didn’t exist. The progressive openness  
of society, becoming more inclusive towards  
the many variables of nature and the expression 
of human identity, is finally allowing transgenders 
to manifest their own identity and live it freely. 
Some more avant-garde brands endowed  
with greater sensitivity towards the trans  
community are making an effort to deliver  
practical solutions suitable for particular  
conformations and physical characteristics  
of transgenders, for example, with lines dedicated 
to the evolution of the body during hormonal 
therapies and designed to offer greater versatility. 
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The 1970s coincided with a profound social  
revolution that has radically modified morals, 
especially when it comes to sexuality  
and interpersonal relationships, liberating  
individuals from rigid codes of conduct.  
Today, looking back at that period, we realise  
that the new approach to sexuality, understood  
as a set of behaviours and actions aimed  
at pleasure, has started with the awareness  
of one’s rights and individual freedoms  
– in particular for women – Sexuality has finally  
released them from procreation as the only  
purpose. Five decades later, sexuality is still  
in evolution: contentment and pleasure are the 
main things around which everything revolves,  
and the approach to sex moves further  
and further away from ties and monogamy.  
It appears evident that the ethics linked to sex 
and sexuality evolve faster than society can,  
and society will have to adapt to that.

03 / The new sexuality
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01/

02/
Post Porno is a book published by Eris Edizioni  
and written by Valentine, AKA Fluida Wolf. The book 
starts from the story of pornography as a privileged 
narration of lending individuals prey to purely physical 
demonstrations. Taking account of the fact  
that pornography is the only Sexual education  
tool accessible to all from an early age, this text tells  
us how the post-pornography combats sexual  
stereotypes of traditional porn, including the diversity  
of bodies, relationships and desires.  
The post-porno is a narrative and representation  
of all bodies and all attitudes.

POST PORNO- UK

The project Lovegiver is an initiative started  
in Bologna with the scope of training operators  
specialised in sexual assistance in Italy.  
The sexual assistant is a professional operator  
that deals with the assistance of emotionality, 
affectivity, and corporeality of disabled individuals.  
The goal is to plot a path of education about affection 
and the confrontation with one’s own body  
and that of others.

PROGETTO LOVEGIVER - ITALY

THE NARRATIVE OF SEXUALITY

Despite the progress made in this area, the  
narrative of sexuality still feeds on stereotypes 
and clichés. Depending on the communication 
channel, representations of sex can be  
contradictory: on one side, television, movies  
and advertising mainly propagates sexual  
intercourse based on passion and love,  
on the other side, pornography reduces all acts  
to mechanical and antiseptic, with modalities  
which have more to do with performance  
gymnastics than mutual exploration  
and discovery. Preconceptions and prejudice  
arise from the representations of sex that only 
sees 'perfect' bodies as protagonists: age,  
gender, physical type, disabilities, are not  
represented or contemplated. Sex can be seen  
as an intimate act or as an activity for itself,  
but the 'right' way of having sex is not conducive 
to only having extremes: it is an infinite range  
of stories in the middle, all equally just  
and dignified and all worthy of being told more 
reliably, encouraging each one to live  
the relationship with one’s own sexuality,  
and with that of others, with serenity  
and naturalness.
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YANBAL – LATIN AMERICA

EUPHORIA - USA

In 2019, Yanbal launched a fragrance line 'Free to Love' 
to promote gender equality and celebrate diversity  
and the freedom to love. Some publications haven’t 
received the initiative with a positive response, showing 
that in Latin America this theme is still controversial. 
Yanbal has not given up and keeps working on its battle 
of awareness, including transgender models in their 
campaigns, supporting the LGBTQI+ community,  
working in partnership with Prideconnectionperu.com  
and identifying areas of intervention to encourage 
inclusion and diversity thanks to the presence of NGO 
members. Even the tone of voice of the advertising 
campaigns has change: the woman is not represented  
as a sexual object anymore, but more attention is given 
to her empowerment and sensuality that is defined  
and modulated by the woman herself.  
The aim is to make women more confident, increasing 
their self-esteem.

04/

03/
Euphoria is an American television show produced  
by HBO. The first episode was broadcast in June 2019. 
The show tells the story of a group of high school  
students managing their identities, new friends, love, 
sex, and drugs. Euphoria sets the narrative of sexuality 
of the characters in a nonconventional way.  
All that up to a few years ago, would have been  
considered simply 'provocation' or 'attention seeking' 
from 'problematic' kids is now told as a natural  
expression of one’s own sexuality with the aim  
of discovering one’s own body.

LIVE THE SEXUALITY

Sexuality is one of the most important areas  
to determine the identity of the individual  
and his or her overall well-being.  
Experimenting freely with one’s own sexuality  
is a way of knowing oneself better, a means  
of communication that should be separated  
from gender and sexual orientations.  
The way in which one lives their sexuality  
and therefore, sex, depends on a number  
of factors that exercise a more or less  
pronounced influence. Feelings, education 
coming from family, culture, religion and social 
context are only some of the conditions 
that, regardless of age, contribute to a sense  
of guilt (intended to remain latent)  
for the pleasure felt and to divulge false myths 
and unreal expectations. It’s precisely these  
manipulative perceptions that provoke,  
until today, feelings of rejection and annoyance 
whenever one finds oneself in front  
of a non- stereotypical narrative.  
There is therefore a need for more and more 
examples and brands that encourage exploration 
of one’s own sexuality encouraging all to adopt 
their own individuality, unique and distinctive.
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VAJENDA – USA

Recently launched, The Vajenda ($5 a month)  
offers practical and factual information about  
the female anatomy proposed by the American  
gynaecologist Jen Gunter.  
Born as an extension of her 2019 book: The Vagina Bible, 
the website allows all women to combat medical  
misinformation that regards their body and heightens 
sexual alphabetization.

WELL-BEING AND SEXUAL EDUCATION

That making love or having sex actively  
contributes to mental and physical health is not 
only an opinion, but a scientific fact: sexual  
activity is known to reduce stress and anxiety, 
stimulate the immune system and lower heart 
rate and blood pressure. However, that’s  
not enough: having satisfying relationships  
frequently is a booster for self-esteem  
and potentialised mental capacity, in particular  
memory. The net benefits however, are covered 
mainly in scientific studies, while sexual education 
continues to be considered of secondary  
importance in many 'progressive' countries,  
when not simply seen as taboo.  
The difficulty in finding and accessing information 
on sex and sexuality, united with the curiosity  
and embarrassment that often exists  
in the youngest, produces ignorance.  
'Ignorance' is dangerous to oneself  
and for others because it allows for distorted 
information to reach people and also because  
it doesn’t encourage people to care  
for their own sexual well-being.

05/

When attempting to explore sex and get answers, 
the result more frequently returned  
is pornography, which offers a crippled  
and degenerative idea of sex and generates  
disturbances and trauma in millions of young  
people (and older, as well), with serious  
consequences. That has been admitted recently 
by singer Billie Eilish: 'I believe porn is a misfortune. 
To tell the truth, I watched it quite a lot. I started 
when I was about 11 years old. I believe it has  
destroyed my brain'. While waiting for sex  
education to be introduced as an obligatory 
subject in all countries allowing the new  
generations to live healthier relationships  
and make more informed decisions about  
their own bodies and their own sexual health  
and their partner’s, many brands have broken  
the silence around these themes and have  
assumed the role of communicators, bringing  
new content, products and services that help 
make the complexity of sex clearer. 
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Italy is one of the few countries in Europe that  
hasn’t introduced sexual education in schools.  
Yspot is an Italian company specialised in the production 
of sex toys and female hygiene products that strive  
normalise self-eroticism in an uneducated society 
that demonises this theme. 

YSPOT - ITALY

POPGASMO - ITALY

Pop = popular culture, Gasmo = orgasm, we make  
popular what is not. Popgasm is a community born  
in 2018 that has the goal of promoting a new, aware, 
taboo-free sexuality. In 2020, they launched their own 
sex toy e-commerce known for pop colours and  
minimalist design. The platform dedicates itself to sexual 
and sentimental education promoting collaborations 
with professionals in the sector.

CLIMAX - FRANCE

Different new online platforms are transforming  
the theme of orgasm into an opportunity for women. 
Guides and online courses help consumers to better 
their sexual lives. The website Web Climax, for example, 
presents video episodes that show diverse methods 
with which women can achieve better orgasms.  
Launched by the French market in 2019, it is now  
available in the UK, US, and in Australia.  
Access begins at $63.

08/

07/06/
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"Cultural changes always happen 
from the bottom up. It all starts from 

the cultural evolution of people 
and generations often through 

instances brought forward 
by specific communities."

HOW HAS THE PERCEPTION OF THE BODY 
CHANGED IN YOUR MARKET?

In Control and, more generally, at Artsana, we are 
observing a bigger focus on the body, not simply 
connected to beauty, but as a part of a social 
ecosystem. The perception of the body goes 
beyond individualism, because it is considered  
a vector of sociability, shared with your community.
It’s certainly a change linked to a generational 
evolution. A very different gaze emerges from 
the past and this determines new needs 
and pushes for brand innovation. Young men  
and women put the body at the centre  
of a universe comprised of gender, cultural,  
and ethnic diversity. 
 
 

SEX HAS ALWAYS BEEN LINKED TO ENDLESS 
CULTURAL PREJUDICES.  
HOW ARE THESE TABOOS CHANGING?
 
In the world and, in particular, in Italy,  
there are many taboos linked to different  
cultural and social differences. Today, not only 
are things changing, I would say they  
are reversing. The first thing that triggers  
the base for this revolution is accessibility  

Maurizio Bossi and Marta Massari
ARTSANA SUPPLY CHAIN & CONTROL BUSINESS UNIT DIRECTOR/MARKETING MANAGER CONTROL

Today, not only are things changing, 
I would say they are reversing

of information: thanks to more education 
around sexual and gender themes, many taboos 
are being broken down.

HOW DOES THIS EVOLUTION IMPACT  
YOUR BRAND?

While it is true that, on one hand, certain taboos 
are falling, on the other the excess of information 
brings about confusion and dilutes the potential 
for change. Control can and should help bring  
order in a moment of exceptional openness.  
It must allow a more well-informed reading of what 
is happening in terms of science and professionalism.
A world that evolves from binary to multifaceted 
is a complex world in which there is a lot of space 
to bring value to people. For Control,  
it is a complex journey, also because Artsana  
has always been a brand close to family  
and children, so the progress to be made  
is double. 
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IT’S NOT AN EASY PATH:  
WHERE ARE YOU WITH THAT?
 
From the very beginning of this cultural change, 
Control has become a spokesperson on many 
important topics. You could say the brand  
has surfed the trend, but I can assure  
you it's not only a question of marketing.  
We started from the inside, giving life to a process  
of maturation, formation, and awareness.  
Then we started writing a new manifesto  
that led to the radical value revolution proposed  
by the brand. Before, the perspective was very 
conservative, we spoke only of protection.  
Today, the competence of the brand focuses  
on sexual pleasure and well-being.  
From these new premises, the brand  
has accomplished a radical evolution, reflected  
in the logo and the packaging developed  
by FutureBrand, up to cutting-edge  
communication about diverse themes such  
as 'love as you are' and 'beautifully  
imperfect sex.' 

ARE THERE DIFFERENCES IN THE STORYTELLING 
OF PLEASURE BETWEEN FEMALE  
AND MASCULINE SEXUALITY? 

We have adopted a genderfluid approach.  
If you strongly believe in the evolution of the 
concept of sexuality, then you have to face 
it without discriminating and clustering people. 
It is very difficult, especially for a brand that  
at the end of the day must speak with people, 
but it’s a continuous effort that we believe  
is worth making. There are obvious differences 
in target. On average, men know less about 
their own pleasure and are more modest  
in exploring it. I realise what I’m saying sounds 
paradoxical, but if you think of masturbation, 
how much content and products are available 
that explore and deepen the feminine  
compared to the male?

WE TALK ABOUT THE REPRESENTATION  
OF PLEASURE: IN THE PAST IT WAS RATHER  
STEREOTYPED. HOW DOES IT WORK TODAY?  
IS THERE MORE ACCESSIBILITY  
AND NORMALISATION? 

Pleasure is losing that aura of holiness  
and modesty that distinguished it. This heavily 
depends on a simple, but fundamental element: 
dialogue and discussion. In the past, little  

was said about it, it was almost done secretly,  
and the effort to establish a public debate about 
the theme has inevitably influenced the 
representation of pleasure. Things are changing.
Of course, cultural diversity remains,  
but in general there is a greater openness  
and availability to stories of different pleasures. 
It is a theme that arouses curiosity  
and playfulness. It’s important, however,  
not to trivialise or simplify it. Normalising it does 
not only mean lightness, but also competence. 
That’s why we have developed a type of counter 
on our site, through which people can deal with 
sexperts, professionals of the 360° sexual  
sphere. This step is critical. Often we witness  
the banalisation of themes linked to sexuality  
and no one focuses on real and proper sex  
and relationship education. Control’s approach  
is a nice surprise. Is it not paradoxical that in Italy 
– and other parts of the world – it’s easier  
that it’s the brand that deals with these themes 
and not an institution like, for example,  
the school? On the other hand, it’s undeniable 
that on these issues there’s a vacuum on the 
side of the media as well. However, I would like  
to make a clarification: cultural changes always 
happen from the bottom up. It all starts from  
the cultural evolution of people and generations 
often brought forward by specific communities,  
for example, the LGBTQI+ world. The institutions  

are almost never directly connected  
with these areas and therefore address  
the theme in a slower, less continuous manner. 
Control, on the other hand, has started many  
collaborations with schools. Brands are more 
receptive because it’s in their best interest  
to intercept a changing world. Control also goes 
one step further in the education theme:  
from pleasure to well-being. This change brings 
with it the idea of the body as an ecosystem.

WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF CONTROL? 

There are two big issues to face. First of all,  
understand how to maintain our educational  
role within a context characterised by an impressive
amount of information. Brands must play a social 
role and assist in changes, they must be an 
instrument for people to use so they can exploit 
and express themselves, not the other way 
around. The second point is the evolution  
of business. Control can’t limit its actions to just 
product sales. We must broaden our skills  
and offer fair value for services that create  
new interactions with people, always through  
networks of expert professionals.
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CONSONANT SKINCARE - CANADA

Consonant Skincare is a Canadian brand that firmly  
believes that sexual satisfaction can contribute  
to the well-being of the skin in many ways, reducing 
inflammation and heightening brightness. The Canadian 
campaign launched a kit of products Come & Glow  
with four face masks, an intimate toy SONA  
and a sensual scented candle to create atmosphere.

 LOVENSE – SINGAPORE 

Lovesense is a business of sex tech based in Singapore 
specialised in the development of sex toys and remotely 
controlled pleasure products. In January of 2021,  
the campaign launched the service Digital orgies,  
where thanks to the Lovesense App platform up to 100 
users can participate in shared sessions.  
Towards the end of 2021, the campaign launched  
products specifically to interact with video games  
integrated into the service, such as Wildlife Demo.

10/

09/SEXUAL SATISFACTION

Is it possible that sexual satisfaction in the year 
of 2022 is a topic still hard to broach,  
not only in people’s lives, but also in the world  
of communication and brands?  
The answer is yes. The experience of pleasure  
is still a theme, for whatever reason, wrapped  
in modesty and mixed with a sense of guilt.  
It’s not like that for everyone of course,  
but the journey to liberate satisfaction from sinful 
prohibitions and perversions that surround  
it remains long even if it has already started.  
The way that brands that deal with sexual  
pleasure have changed their approach  
to communication, adapting it to the current  
collective vision of sex, stands unequivocally  
clarifying the theme of pleasure.  
What was explicit and deliberately exaggerated  
– bright colours, large dimensions, aggressive 
anatomically designed shapes and at times  
childish - is softened online with current  
aesthetic trends.
Sex toys have evolved, turning into minimalist  
and gender-neutral objects with a less  
intimidating and antiquated appearance thanks  
to soft lines and organic, matte and pastel 
colours. The transformation of the appearance 
of sex toys and the widespread adoption of the 
definition 'products for intimate well-being' – 
which evokes the typical language of the world 
of skincare and health – transforms them into 
'everyday' objects, suitable for anyone  
and far from being stamped as pornographic 
tools. The goal of brands is to teach a sexual 
well-being that goes over 'why not use sex toys?', 
which are no more items to hide, but an integral 
part of the routine of well-being, both alone  
and as a couple.
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Made not to be hidden, the double vibrator, available  
for purchase on the US platform Goop, was developed 
to be at the same time an object of contemporary  
art and a 'bedside beauty product'. The aesthetic  
is also the guiding principle of the London brand ILOH, 
that photographs products for sexual well-being  
as if they are small sculptures.

The brand Maude has collaborated with Urban Outfitters 
to release an exclusive colour for their best-selling sex 
toy called Vibe. 'The industry of sexual wellness has been 
monopolised for many years by hyper-feminine brands 
and exclusively guided by trends.' The opinion of Maude 
is that intimate satisfaction must be understood  
as human practice and that’s what makes it different  
and resonant in the approach to the category.

URBAN OUTFITTERS X MAUDE

ILOH - UK 12/
11/
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QUEENSLAND - AUSTRALIA

The Health Department of Queensland, Australia,  
decided to dedicate a progress campaign  
to masturbation. 'Masturbation is an integral part  
of an individual sexual experience and a great way  
of discovering what one likes.' The state of Queensland 
released an explanatory poster listing the benefits  
of auto-eroticism to combat the feelings of shame  
and insecurity and improve the sexual health of citizens.

14/
13/

LELO - SWEDEN

Lelo is a Swedish company founded in 2003  
in Stockholm. The business launched the F1S V2 toys  
in 2021, a new generation of products for intimate male 
pleasure which are eco-friendly and created especially  
for those who want to experiment. The toy has ten 
highly sensitive sensors that allow the user to get  
feedback on high-level performance thanks  
to the LELO app.

MASTURBATION AND AUTOEROTICISM

An effective and, for those who practice,  
essential way to know themselves and get  
in touch with their intimacy, is autoeroticism:  
the ultimate goal is sexuality, which  
the pandemic has made us (re)discover and (re)
introduce into our sexual routines alongside  
outercourse (non-penetrative practices).  
The erotic 'do it yourself' is no longer a terrible 
taboo associated with ancient myths such as,  
for example, blindness, the growth of hair  
on the palms, the curvature of the penis…,  
nor is it now a prerogative exclusive  
of the male universe. Masturbation for women  
is also now acceptable, and the practice  
has become a habit – healthy and necessary –  
recommended and promoted because it favours 
the sexual, physical, mental, and emotional  
well-being of individuals. Self-eroticism,  
in addition to having numerous therapeutical  
and anti-stress benefits, improves 
sex and a couple’s own understanding because  
it gives a deeper awareness of our body  
and pleasure. A milestone that not only allows 
one to be free, happy, and completely oneself, 
but that also translates into greater  
communication, listening, and mutual  
satisfaction with partners.
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74% 18.4% 1 out of 2
Some 
data

In 2021, the percentage 
of Italian women who have 
declared they masturbate 
has gone up by 7%  
in comparison to 2017. 
IFOP, 2021

A report by Nielsen 
highlights how, during  
the post-Covid period, 
the acquisition  
of products for sexual 
well-being went  
up by 18.4%.
NIELSEN, 2021

Durex, with Skuola.net
and the Sexual Education 
Observatory, investigated  
the relationship of preteens  
and adolescents with sexuality  
and affectivity. According to the
survey, conducted on 15 thousand 
young people between 11 and 24 
years, there is still very little
use of condoms (49%). 
'YOUNG PEOPLE, AFTER ISOLATION, ARE INCREASING 
RISKY SEXUAL BEHAVIOURS: ONLY 1 IN 2 USE 
CONDOMS. BUT EDUCATION CAN REVERSE  
THIS TRAJECTORY'.  
SKUOLA.NET IN COLLABORTION WITH DUREX, 2020
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ACCESS TO HEALTHCARE AND SEXUAL  
EDUCATION, 2022

A timeline of when individual countries 
guaranteed full and equal access to sexual  
health care for both women and men, aged 15  
or older. Measured using an index of specific legal 
enablers and barriers for 13 indicators of sexual 
and reproductive health, including: maternity 
care, contraception and family planning, complete 
Sexual education, and screening for HIV and HPV.

EU countries where sexual education  
is not compulsory:

Italy
Bulgaria
Cyprus
Poland
Lithuania
Romania

1995
GREECE

1979
HUNGARY

1970
DENMARK,
FINLAND,
AUSTRIA

1968
GERMANY

1955
SWEDEN

2003
IRELAND

2005
SPAIN

1998
FRANCE

Obligatory from year 6

Obligatory from year 9

Obligatory from year 12

Obligatory from year 14
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No data 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

COUNTRIES WHERE SEXUAL EDUCATION  
IS COMPULSORY

Sexual education is compulsory in all countries 
of the European Union, except Italy, Bulgaria, 
Cyprus, Lithuania, Poland, and Romania.

In Italy, there’s not yet a law that establishes 
sexual education must be included 
in the curriculum. 
Italian institutes can choose independently  
how to act at regional level.

*The nature of sexual education in the United States  
is in continuous flux: it is currently compulsory  
in 22 US states.
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"The exploration of the body  
and sexuality – and, consequently,  

of sex toys – has been brought back 
to the stage because of Covid-19. 

Listening to and exploring your own 
body is an act of care, which  

the sudden availability of time  
has enhanced."

SEXUALITY AND PLEASURE ARE FUNDAMENTAL  
ELEMENTS OF OUR PERCEPTION OF THE BODY.  
HOW ARE THEY CHANGING?
 
FutureBrand Milan’s last report analysed  
the changes in the world of food, a commodity 
that in the pandemic was crucial, and one of the 
few sources of pleasure that we could indulge  
in. I believe that, in parallel, the exploration of the 
body and sexuality – and, consequently, of sex 
toys – has been brought back to the stage 
because of Covid-19.  
The market has exponentially increased because 
people have had much more time to dedicate  
to their own bodies. Listening to, and exploring, 
your own body is an act of care, which  
the sudden availability of time has enhanced.
In the frenzy of our 'first' lives, sex was relegated 
to very precise and defined moments, between 
an appetizer, or a football match and a night out. 
Covid-19 has turned the situation around  

and started a sexual cultural evolution, that will 
need a decade to evolve fully, but which has  
already borne fruit. Now this revolution  
has begun, it’s inevitable that people will  
be increasingly interested in exploring it and 
themselves. 

Frida Affer
FOUNDER & DIRECTOR WOVO

Listening to, and exploring, your own pleasure is an act of care

IN ITALIAN CULTURE, SEXUAL PLEASURE HAS 
ALWAYS BEEN A TABOO, REPRESENTED IN VERY 
STEREOTYPICAL WAYS. WHAT HAS CHANGED 
IN THIS NEW STORY OF PLEASURE?

Outside Italy, a new wave has started thanks  
to HBO’s Euphoria or Netflix’s Sexual education, 
which have explored new ways of representing 
sex and sex work. Big media is starting  
to propose a more modern representation of sex, 
but if you turn on the television to commercial 
channels, you will still find episodes of gaslighting,  
psychological manipulation bordering on violence 
and shows like Temptation Island. 
Two completely opposite situations have emerged: 
on one side, an evolution that pushes human 
beings to reflect and explore, on the other,  
a total devolution towards antiquated practices.
Italian television hasn't helped and it's actually  
taking away value, but it's true that for the younger
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generation TV has had less impact.  
The Internet, social media, and new TV shows 
have been bringing an important change  
to the representation of sexuality. 

ONE PART OF THE CULTURAL REPRESENTATION 
HAS PUSHED AHEAD AND THE OTHER PROMOTES 
A PAST NOTION, ALMOST A CARICATURE.

Yes, because that is what has always won.  
The grotesque, related to sex, attracts  
and deters at the same time, fuelling the bar 
jokes that reduce the embarrassment. 
That, however, doesn't help anyone - 
it's entertainment for its own sake, and doesn't 
bring about new information. It's a black hole.

BRANDS ARE PROVIDING POSITIVE PUSHES. 
ARE WE WALKING TOWARDS A WORLD IN WHICH 
BRANDS ARE ALSO HELPING TO CREATE  
A SUSTAINABLE AND NORMALISED NARRATIVE  
OF THE SEXUAL SPHERE?

Absolutely. If there isn't an activism component 
aligned with the wider community tied to this 
activism, the brand is dead. However, it's always 
complicated to achieve balance between  
the commercial and the value of the vision,  
it's a fine line between that and being accused  
of 'sex washing' or 'queer washing'  

for commercial purposes. Our case is much  
the opposite. We want to show sexual evolution  
in Italy through selling sex toys. If it wasn’t so,  
we would not add any value, we would only  
be showcasing products.

GOING INTO THE WORLD OF WOVO, HOW WAS  
IT BORN AND HOW DID IT INSERT ITSELF INTO  
THIS MARKET?

WOVO was born in 2015 as a boutique connected 
to the sales of underwear, with the intention  
of offering a place in which we could compare 
and find like-minded individuals in Milan.  
As a Milanese, I always found a bit of snobbery  
in the sexy shops I frequented, even the most  
modern ones, something I never liked, because  
it made me feel uncomfortable and under  
observation. I wanted to completely change  
the perspective and create a place for people,  
an inclusive, welcoming, aesthetically pleasing 
place. There was no business plan. It’s a place  
I financed, out of my own pocket, that evolved 
according to customer requests and that is why 
it’s seen as a place really close to people,  
because we already knew all their questions.  
At a certain point, the request was 'we want 
more sex toys'. So, that’s what we did.

IT’S INTERESTING THAT WOVO WAS BORN  
AS A PHYSICAL SPACE AND ONLY LATER BECAME 
DIGITAL. IS THIS PECULIAR EVOLUTION  
A PLUS FOR DIGITAL-FIRST CONSUMERS?
WHAT DID YOU LEARN FROM THIS EXPERIENCE?

Being tangible is fundamental.  
The store is an amazing touch point where  
activities become real and we can meet people.  
This is the reason why I wanted to deepen  
my knowledge through a masters in sexology.  
I saw the faces of the people to whom I provided 
explanations and answers light up.  
Online customer care can get close to this,  
but it cannot do the same thing. It’s almost  
a comparison window, a compass of reference 
that gives us an index on changes  
in the population. Being fully digital for us will 
never be an option.

SPEAKING OF THE PHYSICAL LOCATION,  
WHY IS THERE STILL A VERY DARK DIMENSION 
LINKED TO FETISHES AND BDSM IN THE MORE 
CLASSIC SEX SHOPS, REGARDLESS  
OF THE EVOLUTION WE HAVE TALKED ABOUT IT? 
WILL IT EVER CHANGE?

We have drawn a map of all the sex shops in Italy. 
The situation is not exactly rosy; with the lock-
down, many shops without e-commerce channels 

had to close. However, achieving balance  
between commercial drivers and delivering on the 
overall vision of the brand is always complicated; 
it’s easy to be accused of 'sex washing' or 'queer 
washing' for commercial purposes. Our case  
is much the opposite. We want to show sexual 
evolution in Italy through selling sex toys.  
If it wasn’t so, we would not add any value -  
we would only be showcasing products.

YOU ALSO WORK ON COUNSELLING  
AND ACTIVISM. ASIDE FROM THE PRODUCT,  
WHAT IS THE UNIVERSE OF WOVO?

I would divide it in two: the commerce part  
related to counselling, and the quality product 
part. These are the foundations on which  
we base our offer.  
The remainder of what we are is community: 
during the pandemic we produced a lot of sexual 
education content that pushed people to try 
things they had never experienced before. We 
aren’t talking of extreme practices, but of very 
simple acts.  
Accessible and free educational content about 
sex goes hand in hand with in-store events  
and parties outside of stores. We want to offer  
a 360° experience in which people become  
attached to the brand, and then it becomes  
a lifestyle. 
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Finally, the fun aspect is always fundamental:  
we did the opening of the store with Myss Keta 
and it was a party. Offering free entertainment 
for me means making community, making culture.

YOU HAVE SPOKEN OF SEXUAL WELL-BEING,
A PLEASURE EVOLUTION TOWARDS WELL-BEING. 
WHAT DOES IT MEAN AND HOW WILL IT EVOLVE? 

Covid-19 has permitted us to understand what 
makes us feel good. A world where we use time 
to carve out an oasis of happiness. There,  
we take care of ourselves and are taken care of. 
During that period, really interesting things came 
out. Regardless of the taboo, sex is an atavistic 
desire. It’s not that everyone wants to do DIY,  
but we understood that human beings and, 
specifically, us Italians, we like food and sex.  
Which is not big news!

SINCE WE LIKE SEX, SHOULD WE TALK MORE 
ABOUT IT, INFORM OURSELVES ABOUT  
IT AND DEMAND A DIFFERENT EDUCATION?

Demanding a different education for ourselves  
is fundamental. Interest in sex is visceral 
and instinctive, but it is important to train 
ourselves in a more aware manner.  
We are socially and culturally censored  
and, at the same time, humanly and instinctively 

free, but we live in a society that makes  
you believe that everything is wrong.  
That’s why we grow up frightened  
and stigmatised about sex.

IT’S GOOD THAT THERE ARE BRANDS LIKE WOVO 
THAT DO THIS WORK, BUT IS IT PARADOXICAL 
THAT THEY ARE PRIVATE COMPANIES  
AND NOT INSTITUTIONS?  
CAN BRANDS SUBSTITUTE INSTITUTIONS?

No, because a brand has a target audience,  
it can’t reach the entire population.  
IIt’s also true that having a target audience  
is the reason why a brand moves faster  
than an institution. 
We can’t allow ourselves to lose our audience,  
or to misunderstand their needs. Sexual  
and emotional education must start from  
school. Teenagers and adults come to us with  
a total sexual ignorance that can cause many  
problems. It’s an urgent situation  
- sexual education in school should  
have started yesterday.

WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GENDER 
IDENTITY AND SEX TOYS? TODAY THE SEX TOY 
WORLD IS VERY UNBALANCED TOWARDS  
THE FEMALE SEXUALITY, WHY IS THAT?

Starting from Sex and the City the vibrator  
has always been represented in pop culture.  
Male sex toys haven’t had this exposure.  
There are no movie or book protagonists  
that have used male sex toys. Additionally,  
the role imposed on the male gender by society  
is of a man who needs nothing - certainly  
not to delegate sexual pleasure to an object.
This is changing, but we often hear:  
'my hands are enough for me'. But the point  
is that no one has told you about sex toys and,  
therefore, you don’t feel comfortable with them. 
We want to make it clear that sexual well-being  
is for everyone.

WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY  
ACCORDING TO WOVO?

On the product side there are no major  
inventions on the horizon, and certainly  
on the sustainability side we will have to work 
hard, because unfortunately our sector  
isn’t sustainable. At the service level I expect  
a clear improvement by the whole department. 
Investment in research and development, including 

non-discriminatory packages, and inclusive  
language. Our customers will demand new things, 
but I want us not to only answer demands,  
but also lead the sector culturally.
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BÉA FERTILITY – UK

16/
Béa Fertility is a medical subscription service of home 
insemination aimed at patients who don’t have access 
to free in vitro fertilisation and can’t afford private care. 
Béa, which has raised over $1million of pre-seed funding, 
sends the patient a kit that costs €412 per month;  
a competitive price if you consider that in vitro  
fertilisation can cost up to €7000 in the United Kingdom. 
Patients are given step by step directions  
for intracervical insemination. 
The app also provides access to an ovulation  
detector and a support network.

LEGACY - USA

For a year, the brand Legacy has concentrated  
on male fertility, offering kits to test the fragmentation 
of sperm DNA from home. It’s the first US clinic to do so, 
eliminating the necessity to go to a specific place 
to produce their own sample: an experience that many 
men find embarrassing.

15/

FERTILITY IN FOCUS 

As often happens, reality is full of paradoxes. 
Historically, sex was only ethical if practiced  
for reproduction and the birth rate was not  
considered a problem. Today, men and women 
have – or should have – full control of their own 
bodies and access to contraceptive methods, 
meaning the birth rate is in decline,  
especially in the western world. 
Until a few years ago, few listened to these alarm 
bells. However, after the publication  
of Countdown in 2017 - a pioneering text in this 
field - the scientific community, media and court 
of public opinion have started to take the threat 
of zero population growth very seriously. 
In the last four decades, the sperm count of men  
in the Western world has decreased by 50%;  
today, a man has, on average, a sperm count half  
of what his grandfather had. This trend is true  
for women as well; a twenty-year old woman 
today is less fertile than her grandmother 
was at 35 years old. Has the countdown leading 
humanity towards total sterility started? With the 
data in hand, it would seem so; for now, there are 
no signs of recovery and fertility levels continue  
to decline. The real question to ask is 'why?'. 
Research suggests that physical factors - such 
as stress, smoking, or being overweight - are 
being exacerbated by environmental pollution, 
which affects sexual development and fertility 
much more than previously thought and causes 
an intergenerational domino effect.
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NTERILIZER - ITALY

18/
Nterilizer is an Italian startup that for the first time  
in the world has patented a process of liquid nitrogen 
sterilisation. Liquid nitrogen plays a fundamental role  
in the preservation process of tissues, cells, and organs. 
Nterilizer has decided to focus mainly on the medical 
and pharmaceutical sectors, specifically the practice 
of embryo freezing and human oocytes for assisted 
fertilisation. With the liquid nitrogen sterilisation process 
proposed by Nterilizer, the safety and efficiency  
of embryonic conservation will greatly improve  
in comparison with the past.

Having raised nearly $3billion, Ginkgo Bioworks has built 
the world’s largest DNA factory in an attempt  
to intervene in the biological code that defines  
human life.

GINKGO BIOWORKS - USA

17/

THE FUTURE OF PROCREATION 

Science and research walk hand in hand with  
the evolution of humanity, providing answers  
and sometimes anticipating solutions to issues 
that are destined to become problems.  
For example, in some countries, those who  
go through assisted fertilisation may ask to select 
the 'best' embryos based on information relating 
to their own genetic heritage, predisposition  
to diseases and other characteristics.  
This practice is used not only by people with 
fertility issues, but those who want to ensure 
that the embryos they will implant will be those 
with the best genetic chance. This is considered 
by many as an unacceptable form of eugenics. 
However, experts believe that these negative 
judgments will be replaced by more tolerant 
opinions and will actually be preferred, as often 
happens with new, progressive practices. 
Just think that from 1978 to today, 10 million kids 
in the world have been born thanks to in vitro 
fertilisation. Test tube conception is a privilege  
of those with good health insurance or who live  
in countries where this practice is available,  
but this number is destined to grow as treatments 
become cheaper. Despite the complexity  
and the moral and legal challenges these types  
of transitions will bring, the world is laying  
the foundations for a future in which eugenics  
will be ethically and socially accepted.
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'Being beautiful is the quality of that which  
is beautiful or that pleases the senses and spirit' 
this is the definition of 'beauty' from the  
Treccani encyclopaedia. Reading it,  
we immediately discover two things: beauty is not 
a concept that expresses objectivity, nor does 
it represent an absolute. In fact, there is no  
mention of any principle or value that attributes 
the quality of 'pretty' to something or someone.
 Still, the concept of beauty has always been  
linked to aesthetic canons of different historical 
periods, defined based on culture, region,  
or national or continental history.  
Each era has had its own model of 'perfection' 
and, today, beauty strives to be heterogeneous, 
culminating from different examples that coexist,  
contaminating each other. Therefore, we are 
watching a radical change: a redefinition of the 
concept of beauty and a return to the authentic 
meaning of this term. It’s not a universal dogma, 
but a vision that includes all perspectives.

04 / Beyond beauty
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In Latin America, women are still judged based  
on their physical and aesthetic characteristics

"In Latin American, women are still 
judged based on their physical  

and aesthetic characteristics  
and this leads to excessive  

competition and devaluation  
of the body."

In Latin America, women are still judged based  
on their physical and aesthetic characteristics 
and this leads to excessive competition.  
Unlike the US and European markets where 
skincare is more of a focus, the Latin American 
market still considers make up as indispensable, 
with brighter shades and more intense  
fragrances used.  
Yanbal is working to change this mentality  
that is still very connected to an image  
of perfection that isn’t real. 
For the last year, the brand has drastically  
changed its communication campaigns to move 
away from offering women a model of beauty  
that is unattainable and unrealistic.  
Some concrete measures have led to a decrease 
in excessive photo editing and the inclusion  
of different types of physiognomies, sizes,  
and ethnicities. 

There was also a choice to select real women,  
not only professional models which meant  
an ability to represent Latin American traits  
and detach from the European beauty standard. 
By focusing on inclusion, Yanbal has made it so that 
women feel part of the brand and share its values. 

Daniela Aguirre Yanbal
BRANDING & PR MANAGER YANBAL
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02/

YITTY - USA

The rapper and musician Lizzo wanted to make 
a body-positive contribution to the underwear 
and shapewear sector with a new line.  
Yitti was born in March 2022 and is shown as a sexy  
and comfortable brand able to meet the needs  
of women from size XS to 6XL. 'Confidence comes  
from the inside. Wear these garments and you will find  
yourself saying to yourself how good you feel because,  
I promise, you will feel really good.'

DAZED BEAUTY - USA

01/
Isamaya Ffrench is a makeup artist who greatly  
revolutionised the perception of beauty in the 2010s. 
Her vision begins from a way of observing the world  
that looks to the future – the time of glossy covers  
and faces of canonical perfection gives space  
to an ideal of standard that winks at the surreal  
and sci-fi. Her obsession for the excess and the  
distorted led her to make use of 3D technologies  
to recreate a perfect world in its imperfection,  
culminating with the first issue of Dazed Beauty (2019) 
which saw distorted and saturated faces of the  
Kardashian sisters on the cover, thanks to a makeup  
and photo editing technique that confronted the canons 
and changed the standards of perfection.

SUBJECTIVE BEAUTY 

What are the examples of beauty today?
All representations in which beauty is subjective, 
in the literal sense of the word, place the person 
at the centre, reflecting their individuality  
and self-perception. In this phase of redefining 
what is considered beautiful, there is the risk  
of making new physical standards whilst perhaps 
eradicating aesthetic canons. In fact, today  
'beautiful' models come from a diverse range  
of body types. What’s important is to look  
for as many ways as possible to educate  
the community to put themselves in the foreground, 
their own body and their own person,  
so as to not propose as examples  
the protagonists of advertisements, movies  
or shows. If we don’t learn to observe models  
for what they are – individuals on a catalogue  
or on a screen – and we continue to follow them 
as models of beauty, we will continue to look  
at ourselves in the mirror with intense  
dissatisfaction.
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03/

WINNIE HARLOW - CANADA

Protruding ears, large eyes, thick noses. 
Models such as Molly Bair, Liza Ostanina  
and Masha Tyelna are reclaiming features  
that have been seen as 'imperfect' and turning them into 
strengths. Fashion houses have been quick to capitalise 
on this trend; model Winnie Harlow - who has vitiligo -  
and Melanie Gaydos, who has ectodermal dysplasia  
have become famous all over the world, not in spite  
of these conditions but because of them.  
It is the era of real women, the ones who  
look at the cover of magazines. 

THE BEAUTY OF 'DEFECTS' 

The decline of the aesthetics of the unattainable 
is marked by the desire to immortalise unique 
faces and unprecedented subjectivities that  
go beyond and break down the aesthetic canon 
which we have been subjected to for so long.
The point is exactly this: we are totally addicted 
to the idea of harmony and perfection, so much 
so that anything that doesn’t adhere to these 
parameters causes us shock and a sense  
of disorientation. The world of fashion  
(among others) needs to usher in a new era  
in which beauty celebrates that which has been  
considered a defect and disguised for so long, 
but that today is exalted for its uniqueness  
and shown as confidence and respect  
for oneself. A beauty that relies on one  
of the main needs of human beings: acceptance. 
Accepting who we are allows us to rewrite social 
rules, allows us to define ourselves, regaining 
control over our bodies without comparing  
it to others and giving us the right to feel  
beautiful and, in that way, be beautiful.  
Many brands have grasped the change  
and have started to promote this  
social-aesthetic liberation. 

MELANIE GAYDOS – USA
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04/

ETHAN DOLAN - USA

GUCCI - ITALY

Under the leadership of Alessandro Michele, Gucci  
is committed to challenging the canons  
of the aesthetics of perfection, proposing alternatives 
that reflect the social changes taking place.  
'The enjoyment of ugliness is more complex than the 
enjoyment of beauty. We think that beauty is exceptional 
but, in reality, it’s ugliness that is so.  
Traditional beauty to which our eyes and senses are 
addicted, is not actually exceptional, but the ugly  
that is next to it, when it invades the land of beauty,  
that is what is powerful and exceptional!' Maddalena 
Mazzocut Mis, teacher of Aesthetics of Music and  
Entertainment at Statale in Milan.

Ethan Dolan tells of his own battle with acne with a post 
on his Instagram page. An honest and spontaneous story 
about the fear of being influenced by the opinions  
of others: 'I didn’t want to show up in front of cameras 
or in public, I didn’t want people to see me.'  
After accepting that what was happening  
with his skin was natural, he was inspired to tell his story 
on social media.
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Beauty aesthetics and functionality 
are not characteristics that usually go hand in hand

WHAT IS YOUR HISTORY WITH CHICO’S?

I started at SOMA around five years ago,  
after having worked in the luxury sector  
at Saks Fifth Avenue and Holt Renfrew.
After a couple of years, we realised that  
the market offered us the opportunity to reach 
younger customers and we diversified, creating 
an independent brand: TellTale. For the launch, 
we worked with FutureBrand, who created  
our visual identity. Today, I’m in charge  
of marketing for Chico’s, White House Black 
Market and SOMA. In the last year and a half  
we have been dedicated to broadening SOMA’s  
position with the goal of making it younger  
and more modern, thus making it possible to 
tuck TellTale products within Soma.

IT SEEMS THAT CULTURE AND FASHION ARE 
FINALLY MOVING AWAY FROM A EUROCENTRIC 
BEAUTY STANDARD THAT FAVOURED THINNESS, 

WHITENESS, AND CERTAIN EXPECTATIONS  
OF HOW WOMEN PRESENT THEMSELVES…

Exactly, we are moving away from the idea  
of the body as an object and moving towards  
an idea of bodily emancipation. When defining  
the concept of TellTale, we started from  
a fundamental principle: to create a brand  
that would allow women to not compromise.  
Chico’s is a brand that offers easy chic.  
White House Black Market offers garments  
by design at an affordable price without sacrificing 
quality. As far as intimates are concerned, SOMA  
has always preferred effective and aesthetically
functional solutions. Beauty aesthetics  
and functionality are not characteristics  
that usually go hand in hand. In the case of TellTale,
what we did was combine the sexy features  
of lingerie with comfort, because we don’t think 
women should choose between feeling sexy  
or comfortable. 

IT'S INTERESTING HOW TELLTALE TALKS ABOUT 
BEING A WAY IN TO AUTHENTIC SENSUALITY  
IN A WORLD OF PERFORMATIVE SENSUALITY. 
HOW WAS THAT IDEA BORN?
 
Every woman has a different body, so there’s  
no more need for photo editing to hide distinctive 
traits. Also, regarding inspiration for the name 
TellTale, we explored the diverse personalities 
that a woman can decide to assume: from  
the more romantic, to the sexier and more  
confident. Our products are inspired by these 
moods so that women can be free to be who they  
wish each day. We want to make a wide array  
of products available and they can choose which 
personality to wear. Size and age are no longer 
relevant.

Kimberly Grabel
SVP MARKETING, CHICO'S FAS (CHICO'S, WHITE HOUSE BLACK MARKET, SOMA)
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"Today, a brand must be extremely 
clear when defining 
and communicating 

what they believe in, allowing 
in that way an authentic community 

to be formed spontaneously."

THIS IDEAL OF BODY POSITIVITY  
IS THE NEW NORMAL. WHAT ROLE DOES  
THIS THEME PLAY IN THE RETAIL AND 
UNDERWEAR SPACE?

Our most engaging content is generated  
by the users. Every time we share the body  
of a real woman, we get a lot of positive feedback.  
We try to make sure we have a wide variety  
of models in terms of ethnicity, size, and age.  
The models and the women we choose  
for our campaigns directly reflect our customers.

IT SOUNDS LIKE WHAT’S RESONATING 
 WITH PEOPLE ARE REAL, AUTHENTIC MODELS 
AND WOMEN. HOW DO YOUR CUSTOMERS  
FACTOR INTO PRODUCT INNOVATION?

We are a female-led brand, so all feedback comes 
from women, which for us is a very important 
aspect that we hold in high regard. Everything  
we do starts from our customers – her needs  
and frustrations fuel our product development.

DO YOU ALSO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT  
THE OPINIONS OF MEN AND WHAT  
THEY THINK IN TERMS OF FORMS, VALUES…?

We have also received a lot of positive feedback 
from men, especially fathers who have  

complimented the work we are doing because 
they have daughters. I would like to point  
out a key difference with respect to the past 
between push and pull marketing. Until recently, 
marketing was basic, limited to saying what  
to wear and how to look, but those days  
are gone. Today, brands must be extremely  
clear when defining and communicating  
what they believe in, in this way allowing  
an authentic community to be formed  
spontaneously. There is always someone  
who criticises our work, but the extraordinary 
thing is that we don’t even have to respond  
because it’s the community itself that defends 
our work because it shares our values. 

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LINGERIE 
AND INTIMATE CLOTHING? 

Often the two are confused. The sector  
is that of intimate underwear and, because  
of that, with the term 'intimate' it refers to both 
bras and panties, both pyjamas and shapewear,
while 'lingerie' usually refers to more sexy  
products, like bodysuits or corsets. We prefer  
to move away from the classic image of lingerie, 
we don’t want to resort to that kind  
of imagery - it seems outdated to us. 

HOW WOULD YOU DEFINE SENSUALITY?

The concept from which we started to create 
TellTale is focused on how women should feel 
when they wear our products; their feeling  
in the product is paramount. 

HOW DOES TELLTALE ADDRESS INCLUSIVITY,  
FOR EXAMPLE GENDER FLUIDITY, IN THE  
EXPERIENCES IT CREATES?

The types of products we offer have always  
had great success among trans people.  
However, the heart of the question is to offer 
products that help people feel better, to conquer  
that sense of vulnerability that assails them  
in the dressing room while trying on bras again  
and again in search of the perfect model for them.

HOW DOES THE EFFORT TO HELP PEOPLE FEEL 
GOOD AND FIND THE PERFECT BRA TRANSLATE 
TO THE ONLINE SHOPPING EXPERIENCE?

Something that’s very useful is the pictures  
of the same bra on women of different builds.  
It’s an extremely useful way to guide people  
in their search, since the customer likes a tangible 
vision of the fitting of the bra and what it can do 
for their body.
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IN THESE LAST TWO YEARS MANY PEOPLE  
HAVE STARTED TO WORK FROM HOME;  
THIS OFTEN RESULTS IN INCREASED STRESS 
LEVELS AND A MORE SEDENTARY LIFE.  
HOW HAS THIS NEW DYNAMIC INFLUENCED 
TELLTALE? 
 
For people who work from home what matters  
is comfort. For example, the request for bras  
with no underwire increased exponentially.  
Sedentary life leading to weight gain during 
the pandemic has paved the way for new sizes. 
Even pyjama purchases have increased, not only 
because you spend more time at home, but also 
because you take better care of yourself.  
Buying a nice pair of pyjamas is now a form  
of self-care that has become a part of night  
rituals.It is said that, after Covid-19, women will 
return to dress the same way they dressed  
before. I think, instead, that having experimented  
for months and months with dressing themselves 
comfortably, women will look for bras  
that can make them feel fashionable  
without giving up comfort.

HOW DO YOU SEE THIS SPACE EVOLVING  
IN THE FUTURE? 

There are brands in the underwear sector  
that are evolving in an authentic way, because 
they believe in what they do, while others  
are driven more by opportunism - they change 
because it's the new trend. Evolution must find 
space in the DNA of the brand, in its mentality. 
People today are very sensitive when it comes  
to the authenticity and storytelling of a brand:  
if you’re not authentic, you will be found out soon 
enough and lose credibility. So, the challenge is 
to evolve your brand while staying true to your 
DNA and the community you have cultivated. 
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44% 10/15% 32%

Beauty today is considered
as such if the individual 
feels comfortable (44%), 
confident (42%), or proud 
of who she or he is (32%).

EUROMONITOR - '2021 BEAUTY TRENDS. WHAT 
DO CONSUMERS WANT AND HOW CAN BRANDS 
DELIVER?', 2021

An American study shows 
how there is a substantial  
difference (10/15%) in earnings
between people considered 
conventionally beautiful  
and those less conventionally 
beautiful in a group. 

BBC - 'THE SURPRISING DOWNSIDES OF BEING 
DROP DEAD GORGEOUS', 2015

Thirty-two per cent  
of teen girls said  
that when they felt bad 
about their bodies,  
Instagram made them  
feel worse. 
FACEBOOK KNOWS INSTAGRAM IS TOXIC 
FOR TEEN GIRLS, COMPANY DOCUMENTS SHOW',  
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, 2021

Some 
data
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07/

CHANDO - CINA/PEJOY - JAPAN

The Chinese beauty brand Chando has started  
a collaboration with the Japanese brand Pejoy  
(specialised in snack production) to launch a new  
relaxation pack. The package encourages consumers  
to apply a face mask while eating coloured candy sticks 
– both made from ingredients that are good for the skin. 

WGSN'S TOP BEAUTY TRENDS FOR 2022 - UK

06/
According to trend forecaster WGSN, the next few  
years will see a peak of long-term beauty regimens,  
leaving behind the classic 'medicines' that promise  
results both immediate and unreal. In particular,  
we’re seeing increased focus on products made  
of fermented ingredients (like rice water, mushrooms 
and tea) which work thanks to enzymes that deeply 
penetrate the skin barrier and regenerate it.  
Besides the naturally fermented ingredients, bacteria 
that act as natural conservants are used, improving  
the formula’s shelf life while also appealing  
to consumers that care about sustainability.

SLOWNESS AND RITUALS 

The way we take care of our body and approach 
body care has gone through a sudden  
metamorphosis. With the (re)awareness  
of time and its value, we have reviewed our daily 
priorities, (finally) starting to put ourselves, 
our needs and desires of taking care of our body 
first. From sectors that offered result-oriented
products – results that must be visible  
in the shortest possible time – body care  
is now seen in a more relaxed way and is part  
of an elongated, self-care ritual.  
Taking care of the body is a way to get in touch 
with oneself, to love each other and beauty  
is only the result of the attention  
that we dedicate to it everyday.
Our relationship with beauty brands has also 
evolved: from distributors of 'miraculous'  
last-minute and quick-fix solutions – they  
now position themselves as sincere, honest,  
and resolute allies more able to propose  
formulations which are effective with time  
and consistency.
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09/

10/

08/

FATTY 15 - USA

REJUVENATE - UK

Rejuvenated H30 Hydration, based in the United  
Kingdom, offers a water-soluble powder  
that provides key minerals and ions to keep  
cells hydrated.

Fatty15, based in the United States, markets and sells  
a fatty acid called C15:0 in supplement form, 
promoting cellular resistance, increasing mitochondria 
and activating body receptors that regulate metabolism, 
immunity, mood, sleep and appetite.

ANCIENT + BRAVE - UK

British brand Ancient + Brave, launched 
True Collagen Powder, which provides peptides  
of hydrolyzed, type-1 collagen that are easily digestible 
and have been clinically researched.  
Collagen, an important structural protein of the body, 
contributes to integrity, elasticity, and strength  
of the skin, cartilage, and bones.

BEAUTY STARTS FROM THE INSIDE 

We are used to associating aesthetic beauty  
with physical appearance: the cult of appearance  
has long been at the centre of the wishes  
of consumers and, as a consequence,  
of the promises of brands and companies.  
Today, the concept of beauty has changed: 
beauty is an arrival point that rests on a subtle 
balance in which the state of health is reflected 
in exterior appearance, proving the efficacy  
of the adoption of lifestyle, attitudes and choices 
focused on allround well-being.  
The change that’s happening, which promotes  
holistic well-being, focuses on a beauty  
that starts from the inside: from the reduction  
of oxidative stress in cells (considered key  
to obtaining and maintaining a younger  
and prettier look for longer) to cellular hydration 
to gradually achieve an age-defying result.  
The new mantra of inner beauty is enjoying  
unprecedented success. There are already  
a growing number of brands that capitalise 
on nutricosmetics, and offer integrative, 
ingestible supplements which are capable 
of bringing that extra boost of health  
and well-being that is reflected in visible  
and natural aesthetic benefits.
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12/

EMBODY - USA ESSE SKINCARE - USA

AMOREPACIFIC - JAPAN

Thanks to the introduction of a skincare regimen based 
on microbiomes, such as those promoted by Esse, aimed 
at stimulating the restoration of natural defences  
of the skin, many brands are raising their customers' 
awareness of the fact that, at the origin of many  
dermatological problems, lie many modern habits.

The Japanese beauty giant Amorepacific launched  
a new product called Cube Me. They are chewable 
supplements in the form of colourful candies,  
able to provide physical and mental well-being  
any time of the day.

11/
The US brand of gummy supplements, Embody, launched 
a product based on retinol (vitamin A) in June, 2020. 
Retinol Gummy entered the market with 1,000 units  
already pre-ordered. The product prevents signs  
of ageing, helps to improve skin complexion giving  
a healthier look and reducing imperfections.

BEAUTY SNACKING AND THE 'TRANSPARENT' 
BEAUTY

As we have seen, beauty starts from the inside 
and beyond classic pills, powders, and ampoules, 
now it also makes use of the format of snacks. 
Asian brands are leaders of this new trend  
that makes products with health benefits  
available in the form of candy and snacks.  
They have grasped the need of consumers  
to seek benefits in any product, even those  
that typically have nothing to do with beauty.
However, holistic marketing is no longer enough 
to attract and convince sceptics.  
Consumers, disenchanted and hypersensitive 
especially when it comes to their health  
and well-being, are forcing brands to become 
more transparent about their products  
and the ingredients they contain.  
Brands are assuming a more educational role, 
utilising data from clinical trials and scientific  
evidence to inform and transmit their message 
more transparently. One of 'new' beauty  
messages highlighted using the new way  
of communication of beauty brands  
is the fact that not all bacteria are harmful  
to our body a thesis corroborated by in-depth
research and made real by the evolution  
of ingredients. The bacteria beauty trend has led  
to the creation of truly innovative products such 
as those based on microbiome-balancing 
(the balancing of dermal microbiome)  
and others based on pre-, pro- and postbiotics 
to optimise skin health, fight alterations  
of the skin and preserve its natural defences. 
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The true perception of the body must be formed 
through the concept of health

HOW DID BIOMADE START?

Biomade was born with the goal of offering  
support to the immune system and blood  
components to speed up the repair of some 
lesions in the body. We have combined  
the knowledge of traumatologists, specialists  
in osteoarticular lesions, and my skills  
as a haematologist for the treatment  
of a wide range of disorders. The great success 
of the approach we adopted resides in the low 
invasiveness of the applications compared  
to traditional interventions and surgical  
operations. We don’t do any more than stimulate 
the natural healing capacity of the human body, 
directing the action to a specific part  
of the body. 

HOW HAS THE PERCEPTION OF THE BODY 
CHANGED THROUGH THE YEARS?

Patients today prefer treatments that don’t  
involve surgical interventions or prostheses… 
There is great demand for autologous therapies, 
the effectiveness of which is based  
on the activation of components in the body. 
Specifically, we're speaking of blood derivatives 
such as, for example, platelet-rich plasma  
and progenitor cells that have the ability to repair 
injuries, strains, burns and can also be used  
for aesthetic purposes. These applications  
constitute a great step for regenerative medicine 
without any resource derived from chemical  
substances, guaranteeing truly astounding  
results. The perception of the body in terms  
of beauty and aesthetics is imposed  
by the media, but the true perception of the body 
must be formed through the concept of health.  
A healthy body is free of toxins, is able to feed 

itself in a healthy way and has strong immune 
defences. These are the standards which people 
today, who are much more informed and have 
higher expectations about their bodies, strive  
for. Even those in good health want access  
to preventive methods to stay healthy.
The pharmaceutical industry also has a role  
in this new approach; for example, the new  
frontier in cancer treatments and cures  
is immunotherapy: increasing the immune defence 
to defeat the tumour, allowing cancer patients  
to achieve results never seen before.
 
HOW IS THE WAY PATIENTS APPROACH  
DOCTORS CHANGING?

Patients also want additional advice beyond  
the traditional and purely medical regarding,  
for example, diet, lifestyle and exercise.  
This suggests to medical doctors that a high degree 

Gonzalo Garate
BIOMADE HAEMATOLOGIST
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"Patients today prefer treatments  
that don’t involve surgical  

interventions or prostheses…  
There is great demand for autologous 
therapies, the effectiveness of which 

is based on the activation  
of components in the body."

of collaboration with colleagues who can provide 
this different style of advice is needed. 

HOW DOES BIOMADE APPROACH DISABILITIES?

Disability is an ample concept, depending  
on the meaning we give to the term;  
if it’s about, for example, people who can’t walk 
because their pain limits their mobility then,  
yes, to me that’s considered a disability.  
If, on the other hand, we speak of disabilities  
as genetic conditions, it is something else entirely 
and Biomade has no say in the matter.  
I believe it’s essential for a brand like Biomade  
to be interested in functional disabilities 
provoked by pain. Pain can drastically diminish 
quality of life and it’s an undervalued goal  
of the majority of medical treatments because  
it’s very hard to quantify. The positive aspect  
of the treatments offered by Biomade is that,  
if it doesn’t work, there is no extra pain  
or side effects.

WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF BODY CARE FROM 
YOUR KNOWLEDGEABLE POINT OF VIEW?

The trend is definitely to 'prevent': looking  
for prevention right now, while in good health, 
to avoid bigger complications in the future. 
Precautionary treatments that slow down  
any deterioration that could happen in the course 
of a disease. The future predicts the application 
of genetically modified cells, a practice already 
approved in the European Union, withdrawn  
from the same patient being treated and used  
to obtain an effective therapeutic action.  
It is already a reality that you are able to have 
custody of your own cells which can be very 
effective if used preventively. For example,  
at the age of forty, cells have more  
of a restorative capacity compared to cells  
at the age of seventy. What was previously 
considered the last frontier of medicine  
and applied only to very serious pathologies  
can be used today simply for personal care  
or to improve your health.
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14/

KUIDA - COLOMBIA 

Being in the world of cannabis for Kuida means having 
the opportunity to initiate a very profound dialogue  
with consumers by clearing numerous taboos regarding 
the utilisation of cannabis, until recently only viewed  
as a drug. Kuida is a multinational company present 
in nine countries that offers products formulated 
specifically for relaxation, because it firmly believes  
that relaxation is also a fundamental part of healthcare. 
In every nation where it’s present, there are different
taboos linked to cannabis and this means facing  
different legal restrictions. Their work has allowed them 
to overcome diverse preconceptions and modify  
the limitations in order to intervene in the re-education 
of consumers, generating a culture of cannabis 
free from demonisation.

HI STEVIE - USA

Founded in 2020 in California by influencer Courtney 
Trop, the brand Hi Stevie presents a range of products 
made with CBD as a response to demands of finding 
an optimal state of creativity and productivity without 
sacrificing calmness. Products made with CBD include 
oil, traditionally employed as a holistic treatment  
for many diseases, bath salts, and pre-rolled cigarettes 
to guarantee absorbance in the most congenial  
way to different types of consumers.

OPENING NEW FRONTIERS OF BEAUTY
 
CBD is destined to be much more  
than a momentary trend in the beauty industry.  
In most products, CBD – one of hemp's  
best-known compounds – is almost fully free 
from tetrahydrocannabinol, a substance  
commonly associated with cannabis because  
of its psychoactive characteristics.  
There are always people who discover  
this aspect, thanks to the progressive legalisation 
of the substance, significant sector investments 
and numerous scientific publications highlighting 
its advantages for health. As a consequence,  
the stigma around cannabis has begun to dissolve 
and the popularity of CBD has increased. 
CBD is able to give extraordinary results,  
especially on sensitive skin. 
Today CBD is one of the most sought  
out ingredients, both by established brands  
and emerging ones.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

There is a real opportunity, with just some  
creativity and courage, to become key players  
in the market – both of cannabis  
and skincare – yet to be invented, educating  
customers on the countless benefits related  
to the use of CBD products.
CBD is able to give extraordinary results,  
especially on sensitive skin, today it’s one  
of the most sought out ingredients, both  
by established brands and emerging ones,  
who have the opportunity, with just some  
creativity and courage, to become key players  
in the market – both of cannabis  
and skincare – yet to be invented,  
educating customers on the countless benefits 
related to the use of CBD products.
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According to Million  
Insights, it’s predicted  
that the global CBD skincare
market will reach  
$1.7billion by 2025  
and will record a CAGR  
of 32.9% in the period  
forecast, from 2019  
to 2025.
CBD SKINCARE MARKET SIZE WORTH 1.75$ BILLION 
BY 2025', MILLION INSIGHTS, 2021

The United Kingdom  
leads CBD sales in Europe, 
where there is a predicted 
growth of 400% between 
2020 and 2024.
FINANCIAL NEWS MEDIA - 'EUROPE'S CBD 
MARKET PROJECTED TO GROW BY 400%', 2021

37% of US consumers 
currently use skincare 
products infused  
with CBD.
'GROWING INTEREST IN CBD AMONG BEAUTY 
COMPANIES', 2021

37%400% $1.7bln
Some 
data
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Canadian brand Frwrd Skincare has launched Best Self,  
a kit containing their Super Serum using mushrooms  
and a deck of 44 cards for 'reflection'.  
Designed with the help of a psychologist  
and neuroscientists, the cards are used to transfuse 
awareness, energy, and purpose to the day.  
'We consider as sacred the time and space we spend 
with ourselves in the bathroom. It’s one of the few  
moments of the day when we come face to face  
with ourselves. Beauty is not only the surface  
and self-care is not just skincare. What’s the purpose  
of looking better if we don’t also feel better?'  
said founder Vladimir Druts.

16/
FRWRD SKINCARE - CANADASELFMADE -USA

Selfmade, the brand of products for the care  
of the person, puts self-care at the core of their  
philosophy. The Secure Attachment Comfort Serum+,  
a hydrating multi use product for the treatment of skin, 
is designed to be used together with a digital tool called  
CommonRoom. Made in collaboration with mental health 
experts, the app proposes techniques borrowed  
from psychological therapy to help users to develop 
more self-awareness. 'When you’re emotionally centred, 
you radiate confidence, you have awareness of yourself 
and you approach relationships (with yourself 
and others) in a healthy way,' reads the brand’s website.

MENTAL HEALTH

The beauty business has always been based  
on the strategy of the 'problem', or spreading
the conviction that you have one or more  
'imperfections' to furnish the solution  
with a product. For years it has fought,  
that’s the word used, against acne, cellulite, 
wrinkles,and spots, with the result of transforming  
the standard of beauty – unattainable  
and unreal – into a real obsession  
and an approach that produces a strong reaction 
in our psycho-physical well-being. Measuring  
and evaluating oneself on the basis of a distorted 
'normality' has created quite a few problems  
with our mental health. However, in the last two 
years the attention to psychological well-being 
has taken the wheel and gotten the right 
consideration; the number of brands which  
are changing their core values on concepts
such as self-care, diversity, and acceptance  
is growing and they use campaigns to raise  
awareness on these issues. The new frontier  
of bodycare focuses on mental well-being,  
glorifying the unique beauty of each individual 
and the normalisation of that which used  
to be considered a problem.
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BUBBLE SKINCARE – USA

The brand of skincare products Bubble donates 20% 
of its income to support causes linked to mental health 
chosen by their partner-influencers. Kenzie Ziegler, 
Madison Bailey, Rudy Pankow, and Jonathan Daviss  
are the public figures who have selected relevant  
arguments for the target audience, offering online 
access and counselling services.

PHILOSOPHY – USA

The initiative Hope and Grace represents  
the commitment of the cosmetics brand Philosophy  
in the support of well-being and mental health.  
For each sold product, a percentage will be given back 
to rehabilitative therapeutic and psychiatric  
communities that place their focus on women’s  
empowerment through the prevention and treatment  
of related issues.

RARE BEAUTY - USA

Rare Beauty is a makeup brand launched by popstar  
Selena Gomez. The concept that inspires the brand  
is 'we are all beautiful because we’re all unique  
and rare'. As proof of its commitment to dealing  
with sensitive issues such as mental health, Rare Beauty 
created the Rare Impact Fund and launched the campaign
Mental Health 101 with the goal of raising funds  
and distributing them to organisations that focus  
on making mental health more accessible, specifically  
in environments such as schools.
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+6 1 in 5 7 in 10

In 2020, the anxiety level 
was 6 times higher  
in comparison to 2019, 
thanks to the continuous 
confrontation with  
the unreal standards  
of reality post-produced 
through digital means
'TRANSLATIONAL BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE', 2020

1 in 5 in the US has dealt 
with mental illness  
this year and this number 
is destined to go up with 
time and in the post- 
Covid era.
'U.S. NATIONAL ALLIANCE ON MENTAL 
ILLNESS', 2020

Gen Z Americans are more likely  
to report that they present  
symptoms of depression – with 
pre-teenagers and teenagers 
having the highest rate of suicidal 
ideation in comparison to other age 
groups. It’s enough to think  
that suicide is the second cause  
of death in Generation Z and it’s  
a much worse 'plague' than what 
the Millennials at the same age 
had to face.
 
'U.S. CDC (CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL  
AND PREVENTION)',2019; 
' ANNUAL STATE OF HEALTH IN AMERICA', 2021

Some 
data
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THE NUE CO. - USA

The US brand The Nue Co. introduced their new unisex 
anti-stress fragrance supplement Forest Lungs. Cedar 
wood, pine, patchouli, bergamot, and vetiver produce 
notes of wood, clean resin, and sour citrus, emulating 
the atmosphere of nature. It contains phytoncides 
(organic compounds derived from plants) which reduce 
stress and anxiety. It increases the functionality  
of the parasympathetic nervous system,  
which is responsible for rest and the body’s  
digestion response.  
According to clinical studies of the brand,  
96% felt less stress in 30 minutes.

MASK - USA

Dedicated to those suffering from skin inflammation 
because of stress, American brand of products  
for skincare Mask uses CBD in the whole spectrum  
of their line of hydrating and relaxing face masks.

INTEGRATION OF BEAUTY AND MENTAL HEALTH

Pills and tablets are now outdated:  
brands are experimenting with new formats  
for supplements capable of combining positive 
effects for health and physical well-being  
with aesthetic benefits. The novelties  
are perfectly aligned with the trend that sees 
54% of consumers on a global level to consider 
'beauty' as a reflection of health (Euromonitor, 
2019). At the ever less clear boundary  
between health and beauty, there is a rising 
interest in experimentation: dyes, gums, powders, 
and transdermal patches are the new frontier  
of supplements and they particularly attract  
the younger generations, especially Millennials, 
half of which prefer supplements in formats other 
than pills (Natural Marketing Institute, 2019).  
Even the market for perfumes and fragrances  
is among the sectors which have a higher rate  
of evolution; today the focus is mental well-being: 
aromatherapy (especially if it has organic  
and vegetable fragrance notes) is one of the 
most sought after supplements for mental health.
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60% of women have used makeup and skincare  
as allies against psychological stress.
'BEAUTY E BUON UMORE: PERCHÉ PRENDERSI CURA DI SÉ STESSI PUÒ SALVARE DALLO STRESS?' (BEAUTY AND GOOD MOOD: WHY TAKING CARE OF YOURSELF CAN SAVE STRESS?),

 IO DONNA, 2021

Consumers are increasingly looking for new  
habits in the use of cosmetic products  
– previously related exclusively to aesthetic 
exploits – for their mental health.  
Statistics from Mintel have also revealed that, 
since the beginning of the pandemic, 29% of hair 
product consumers in Italy have utilised their own 
hair care/hairstyle routine to alleviate stress/as  
a way to relax. Similarly, 55% of cosmetics buyers 
in France have used this trick to improve  
their mood or well-being in the last six months.

'IN-COSMETICS FORMULATION SUMMIT', 
STYLUS, 2021
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This evolution reflects the scientific definition of health

"When the importance of beauty  
comes amplified to infinity, anxiety 

that follows increases. According  
to the report 'Chinese People’s Face 

Value,' of 2019, almost 40%  
of people are 'dissatisfied'  

or 'very dissatisfied' with their  
appearance. Anxiety linked  

to physical appearance is becoming  
a real disease of our times  

and this phenomenon is particularly 
felt by women."

THE WAY OF PERCEIVING AND UNDERSTANDING 
THE BODY HAS CHANGED: IT IS NO LONGER  
CONSIDERED ONLY FROM THE AESTHETIC POINT 
OF VIEW; TODAY DIFFERENT ASPECTS PREVIOUSLY 
IGNORED ARE ALSO TAKEN IN CONSIDERATION, 
SUCH AS BREATHING, POSTURE, AND MENTAL  
HEALTH. CONSEQUENTLY, A HOLISTIC CONCEPT 
OF WELL-BEING EMERGES.  
WHY DO YOU THINK MORE ATTENTION IS BEING 
GIVEN TO MENTAL HEALTH?
 
This is a change closely connected to the different 
phases of social and economic development  
of society. This phenomenon is not only  
a consumption trend, but reflects the evolution 
of people's daily needs and their lifestyle.  
In the past, our fathers and grandfathers  
were satisfied if they had enough food and if they  
didn’t get sick. Our generation has started  
to pursue a better quality of life, we are  
not satisfied with only the strictly necessary 

anymore. What we believe to be fundamental 
is not so much to avoid getting sick, but doing 
everything to be healthier. We are increasingly 
resorting to microsurgeries or hyaluronic acid 
injections; aesthetics has taken a more corrective
role, aimed at improving health, rather than  
the attainment of aesthetic canons as was  
the case in the past. Caring for nutrition, physical 
exercise, and greater attention to psychological 
well-being are among our main objectives.  
The interesting aspect of this is that this evolution 
reflects the scientific definition of health:  
according to the World Health Organisation 
(WHO), the idea of health necessarily includes 
both mental health and a good level of social  
well-being. There are many factors that can  
influence individual health. A good workplace,  
an optimal state of health, and a stimulating 
social environment are not enough to guarantee 
happiness and the well-being of an individual; 
psychological problems of many kinds may arise, 

Mr. Tang Dekai
CEO MINDFRONT
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including suicidal tendencies. This means that  
we can’t simply pay attention to physical health.
To achieve a good level of education and a job 
that satisfies us, we must also focus on our  
personal development, individual growth,  
and the possibility of expressing our essence. 
People today try to achieve a balance, a harmony 
between physical and mental health.  
Not only in China, but in the whole world,  
the theme that emerges, especially on days like 
World Mental Health Day, demonstrate that there  
is a growing concern about the role that mental 
health plays in everyday life.

THE SEARCH FOR HARMONY BETWEEN PHYSICAL 
AND MENTAL HEALTH IS THE NEW FRONTIER  
OF HEALTH. IS THIS NEW HOLISTIC APPROACH 
ALREADY DISSEMINATED?

In China I can’t say that it’s already widespread. 
Certainly, the research and attention surrounding 
mental health is found more around people  
who have lived, studied, or worked abroad where 
there is greater sensitivity on these issues.  
Unfortunately, much of our country does not  
realise that mental and psychological issues  
are full-fledged diseases; some discussions  
are still taboo and remain tied to a feeling  
of shame. In China, there are two types of people 
who pay attention to mental and psychological 

issues: the first, those who aspire to a higher 
standard of living, and the second those  
who have had to deal directly with mental  
illnesses. The reality in which we are immersed  
is profoundly diverse from that in which we grew 
up in: economy and society have developed  
and have changed in a much faster rhythm than  
in the past, for these reasons we are subjected 
to increased pressure in our work environments 
and personal relationships. To have the possibility 
to vent our emotions is a precious  
and indispensable aid: whether that be talking  
to a friend or receiving professional help.  
This new sensitivity is widespread among  
the younger population, who have initiative  
to give priority to these factors which  
were overlooked in the past.

WE ARE ALL AWARE, AT LEAST SUPERFICIALLY,  
OF THE IMPORTANCE OF MENTAL HEALTH,  
BUT HOW IMPORTANT IS MENTAL HEALTH  
FOR THE INDIVIDUAL REALLY? 

The well-being of humanity is a very complex  
theme. I think mental health is important because
it brings harmony, allowing people to make  
peace with themselves, with others, and the world 
around them. Harmony and individual psychological 
well-being are fundamental for the well-being  
of the collective and of the whole society.

Many diseases are triggered by emotional stress. 
If someone’s psyche is consumed by stress  
for a long period of time, it’s very probable  
that this reflects on their physical health.  
According to some academic studies, almost 30% 
of patients that suffer from diseases  
and dysfunctions such as tumours, blood-related  
pathologies, urinary or digestive system,  
also suffer from psychological and mental  
problems.

ACCORDING TO CHINESE MEDICINE, SOME  
PHYSICAL DISEASES CAN CAUSE MENTAL  
ILLNESS. FOR EXAMPLE, THE MERIDIAN STASIS 
CAN CAUSE DEPRESSION, BAD MOOD  
AND CHRONIC UNHAPPINESS.  
DO YOU AGREE WITH THIS VIEW?

Western medicine estimates that 20% of mental 
and psychological illnesses are caused by genetic 
factors, which means that some organs  
are potentially more at risk of developing  
pathologies that can trigger mental manifestations.
It’s also believed that some factors present  
in social contexts can also determine the onset  
of these psychological problems. For example, 
the seasons that Chinese call ‘sentimental spring’ 
and ‘autumn mourning’ are similar to ‘seasonal 
depression’ from Western medicine because 
it’s believed that seasonal changes influence           

neurotransmitters and hormones, provoking 
tiredness, poor quality of sleep, irritation, 
anger… In general, the development of Chinese 
medicine is more oriented towards empiricism, 
or the perfectionism and sublimation of medical 
experience coming from studies handed down 
for thousands of years. Western medicine,  
on the other hand, bases its convictions  
on medical evidence derived from clinical  
experience and meticulous application  
of the care that’s deemed most suitable.  
It’s a medicine based on scientific evidence,  
on results and numbers, on years of practice  
and on the systematic results collected  
from large numbers. 

DO YOU THINK THE DEFINITION OF BEAUTY  
IS CONNECTED TO MENTAL HEALTH? DOES  
HAVING A HEALTHY MIND MEAN LOOKING  
BETTER? 

In China we have always talked about  
the beauty of the body and the beauty of the 
soul. In traditional Chinese culture, the beauty  
of the soul has always been more important  
than external beauty. The definition of beauty  
is in constant evolution, but in all Chinese social 
and cultural systems spiritual beauty has always 
been privileged. In movies and historical dramas 
the negative protagonists are described as bad 
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and evil, but they are not necessarily ugly.  
In China we have a deep idea about beauty:  
a person must be mature, mentally healthy  
and morally unexceptionable.  
This is what traditional Chinese culture  
and society have always encouraged. 
 
THERE ARE BRANDS IN THE BEAUTY SECTOR  
THAT GENERATE ANXIETY BY PROPOSING  
UNATTAINABLE AND UNREALISTIC BEAUTY  
STANDARDS. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT BRANDS  
CAN EFFECTIVELY DAMAGE PEOPLE'S  
PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH BY DOING SO?

When the importance of beauty is infinitely  
amplified, the resulting anxiety grows.  
According to the report 'Chinese People’s Face 
Value,' of 2019, almost 40% of people  
are 'dissatisfied' or 'very dissatisfied' with their ap-
pearance. Anxiety linked to physical appearance  
is becoming a real disease of our times and this 
phenomenon is particularly felt by women.  
They are victims of imposed beauty but,  
at the same time, they are the promoters of it 
because, by trying to emulate these standards, 
they feed the vicious cycle.  
A brand must necessarily have their own value  
and authenticity, and not trigger problems  
that impact mental health just to pursue  
commercial interests.  

Values should all start from care, self-acceptance 
and increasing self-confidence. 

THE CONCEPTS OF INCLUSIVITY AND DIVERSITY
HAVE BECOME VERY POPULAR AROUND  
THE WORLD, ESPECIALLY WITH THE BLACK LIVES  
MATTER MOVEMENT. SPEAKING OF MENTAL  
HEALTH, WHAT DOES INCLUSIVITY  
AND DIVERSITY MEAN FOR PEOPLE?

It’s very important to consider a person  
with a mental illness as a normal person.  
There is no big difference when compared  
to a physical disease. This requires a big capacity
for tolerance on the part of the whole society. 
One of our main problems with mental  
and psychological health is that society  
is not tolerant enough, and that is reflected  
in the failure to socially include the 'different'.
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With the advancement of digital innovation,  
the body – the analog medium for excellence –  
is increasingly interconnected and linked  
to futuristic technological apparatuses.  
Literature and science fiction have anticipated 
unthinkable solutions for that moment in time,  
and many of those incredible projections have 
later become reality. The technology in service  
of the body has an 'improving' role, at least  
in theory, because it focuses on restoring  
or implementing the natural functions of man, 
enhancing and amplifying performance.  
The current and future direction foresees  
an increasingly symbiotic relationship between 
the human body and technology: extensions  
and devices, first external and separated from 
the body, are now put into it or applied directly  
to the subject. Such is the progress that,  
united with digitalisation, will gradually lead  
to the development of bodies and hybrid  
identities in which digital systems will harmonise 

05 / Technology finds the body

with bodies – biological, natural systems –  
thanks to the speed of evolution of unprecedented
 surgical techniques, to bionic progress,  
and the application of genetic engineering.
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COSINUSS - GERMANIA

The German monitoring company Cosinuss has revealed 
a new ear thermometer for children called Degree°.  
The device is able to constantly monitor body  
temperature to offer real time information that can  
be seen through the company’s app.  
Every time the body temperature of the child changes, 
parents receive a notification that explains the change 
and reveals whether or not a paediatrician should  
be contacted. The app also provides advice on how  
to treat fever in kids, reassuring the parents  
and reducing the frequency of unnecessary  
medical visits.

GOOGLE SKIN DETECTOR - USA

Google has announced the creation of a tool that works 
with Artificial Intelligence to help identify dermatological 
problems thanks to images uploaded by patients.  
The market launch is scheduled for this year,  
a demonstration of the speed of advancement  
of Artificial Intelligence in the medical field.
For the majority of consumers, Google Search  
is the first step in the research for answers about 
dermatological problems; every year, 10 billion searches 
related to skin, nail and hair are registered (Google, 
2021) – but the consumers find it hard to explain  
with words symptoms only visible to the eyes. 02/

01/

MONITOR THE BODY

From 1960 to 2040, it is estimated  
that the average lifespan will go up by 25 years.  
According to predictions, the first human being 
to live beyond 150 years was born before 2001. 
The lengthening of life is possible thanks  
to better general conditions, including medical 
and technological progress that, more than ever 
before, focuses on prevention.  
Useful tools to monitor health, as well as more 
interaction between technology and our bodies,  
can be tracking tools. Wearables for activity  
detection, a trend of the first decade  
of the 2000s, mostly fitness trackers  
or smartwatches, are able to record data on daily 
physical activity, blood pressure, oxygen level  
and heart rate. The success of these devices  
is directly linked to the trend that sees  
consumers being the protagonists of their own 
well-being, attentive to the health of their own 
bodies. Self-tracking allows you to collect  
and analyse, in real time, important information 
like sleep quality, hydration, the percentage  
of exposure to sun rays, and the intensity  
of workouts to achieve a good state  
of psycho-physical well-being.
Usually, these tools have a motivating approach 
with gamification strategies to encourage users, 
who are often offered the possibility to share  
the results with their own online community.
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Approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)  
for use in neurology, Embrace is a smartwatch projected 
by Italian startup Empatica to detect movement  
patterns and physical signals associated with epileptic 
seizures, notifying the caregiver in real time  
and transmitting data variations via bluetooth  
to a smartphone app. The use of the Empatica Embrace 
device has allowed the carrying out of clinical tests  
in an epilepsy monitoring unit with 141 patients 
(paediatric and adult) with a diagnosis of epilepsy. 
The results of the experimentation have shown  
that the device has detected seizures with  
an accuracy rate of 98%.

EMPATICA - ITALY

INSTITUTE OF BIOROBOTICS OF THE SCUOLA SUPERIORE 
SANT’ANNA – ITALY

The Handexos (HX) smart glove developed  
by the Institute of BioRobotics of the Scuola Superiore 
Sant’Anna helps those who have lost control of their 
hands (as can happen after a stroke) to regain  
functionality through repeated movements of the arms 
and hands. To this end, they have integrated sensors 
that read and quantify patients’ movements during  
a rehabilitation session and then transfer this data  
to a cloud system for analysis, where the data  
is interpreted by a physical therapist.  
Such information allows a physical therapist to notice 
the small improvements made by the patient in the range  
of movements, and adjust therapy accordingly. 

MONITORING THE BODY

Trackers are evolving rapidly and will be always 
more and more attuned to our bodies;  
the new frontiers of monitoring aim, above all,  
to identify potential 'physical problems'  
and abnormal changes with respect to standard 
parameters. Among monitoring devices  
for health, there are smart adhesive patches  
to collect vital signs, mobile ECG monitors  
and smart t-shirts for cardiorespiratory  
monitoring. Tracking tools are also used  
as therapeutic devices for disabilities  
or rehabilitation, for management of pain  
or pathologies such as diabetes or asthma.  
Thanks to the connection of sensors  
and softwares to the cloud, the devices allow  
the collection, analysis, and transmission in real 
time of a patient's data, facilitating the delivery  
of the therapy itself. In general, the goal  
of trackers is to create a personalised database 
that allows for healthcare professionals  
to remotely monitor or consumers  
to autonomously achieve health, fitness,  
and welfare. The margins of development  
of these technologies are in progress and many 
devices are still in the prototype phase,  
but the future focuses on the prevention  
of diseases and maintenance of a good state  
of health. Tomorrow’s trackers will apply Artificial 
Intelligence techniques to get more information 
and data, but this brings attention to themes 
such as privacy and data management safety, 
ethics and new potential vectors of attack like 
malware and denial of service.

03/

04/
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HOW HAS THE PERCEPTION OF THE BODY  
CHANGED THROUGHOUT TIME? 

G. Colabucci: Customers are definitely more 
competent now than in the past.  
Today, for example, they are more attentive  
and informed on average because they read 
product labels more carefully. It must be said, 
however, that companies are also doing great 
educational work and have contributed to raising 
public awareness, giving attention and effort  
to care and prevention. Consumers look  
for a better quality of life, not only preventing  
disease or prompt treatments, but they look  
to be healthier in general. Just think about 
the boom of adjuvants for health: probiotics,  
supplements, food, etc. a theme at the heart  
of commercial strategy for many companies.
F. Rinaldi: In the past there was a much lower 
awareness of diseases, now more prevention  
is being done. From a medical standpoint,  

the use of social media allows the circulation  
of more information, although, at the same time, 
internet can negatively affect people  
by misdiagnosing or showing fake information. 
Science offers us incredible possibilities: thanks 
to technology, research has made great strides 
such as research on intestinal microbiome,  
today considered a second brain.  
Other evidence of scientific progress is quantum 
physics, which has led to some surprising  
diagnostic achievements. The encouraging  
positive aspect is that patients have understood 
the potential and the extraordinary role  
of science in the protection of their health.  
That is not so true among doctors,  
still anchored to the role of 'healers'.  
To align patients and specialists in the medical 
sector, it's necessary to have a generational leap 
that involves doctors. Extraordinary results would 
be obtained because these technologies  
to put in place proper  

"Companies are doing great  
educational work and have  
contributed to raising public  
awareness, giving attention  

and effort to care and prevention."

Gaetano Colabucci and Fabio Rinaldi
GENERAL MANAGER, GIULIANI PHARMA / RESEARCHER

Companies are doing great educational work  
and have contributed to raising public awareness
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opposition is manifested. We can think,  
for example, about the much discussed microchip:
maybe in a not so distant future, it will be the 
consumer themselves that will spontaneously  
decide to implant a chip in their body, because 
they will be aware of the fact that it is a useful  
diagnostic tool.

RETURNING TO THE TOPIC OF DISEASES  
AND THE SICK BODY, ON ONE HAND SCIENCE 
CONTINUES TO PROGRESS AND ON THE OTHER 
THERE ARE ALWAYS NEW MANIFESTATIONS  
OF DISEASES. IT SEEMS THAT DISEASES MUTATE 
AND INCREASE INSTEAD OF 
REDUCING AND BEING ERADICATED.
 WHAT ROLE DO BRANDS PLAY IN THIS?

F. Rinaldi: Disease is a part of the body and of its 
natural deterioration. It’s true that there are  
external causes, like pollution, but it’s also true 
that lifespan has lengthened. Although common 

perception may not change, it’s not the  
incidence of disease that has increased,  
it’s rather the number of controls that allow  
you to diagnose more cases than in the past. 
It’s up to brands to intensify and promote these 
new forms of diagnostics and prevention so that 
patients, doctors, and companies are aligned  
on these themes and collaborate with each other 
in a synergistic way. 
G. Colabucci: The future will lead more towards 
holistic well-being. Not to underestimate  
the role exercised by the desires of each  
individual: a person who decides to heal will heal 
more quickly; there are psychosomatic aspects 
that should not be neglected or minimised.

IF WE LOOK TO THE FUTURE, DO YOU IMAGINE  
AN INCREASE IN LIFESPAN? WILL THERE ALWAYS 
BE AN AGE LIMIT? 

F. Rinaldi: There is certainly a limit. Let’s start  

"It’s extraordinary to consider  
that the dysmorphism has been  
eliminated from the psychiatric  

pathologies, because today it’s a part 
of the collective attitude, and we’re all 

affected by it: every deviation from 
the pre-established canons makes  

us suffer, we are slaves  
to this pathology."
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with fundamental, objective data.  
Cellular renewal is the basis of life. DNA is made  
of telomeres that work like a biological clock, 
linked to a maximum number of DNA replications 
at the end of which the cells would be too old  
to be kept alive and cellular death, which  
in a sense is already planned, would begin.  
The limit that we can hypothesise is that, in 30/40 
years, we can improve the quality of life even 
more, so much so that it could increase lifespan 
by 4/ 5 years – which today corresponds  
to 82 years for women and 80 for men. 
G. Colabucci: Scientific research is focused 
especially on this: 'replacing' what doesn’t work, 
lengthening life expectancy through actions 
focused on prevention and controlling ageing. 
The risk, however, is that only well-to-do people 
will be able to access certain care for longevity. 
The real challenge, in any case, should be to make 
life better in all age groups, instead of focusing 
on getting to a hundred years only to be attached
to a machine to keep vital functions active. 
F. Rinaldi: If we can work thoroughly  
on genetics, we will have great results.  
A valid example is demonstrated by the hair,  
one of the most complicated organs of the body: 
it has never been possible to clone a hair.  
We are still trying to understand how to delay  
the process of hair loss.
G. Colabucci: Another problem is the affirmation 

of an aesthetic model that is very stereotyped, 
especially among younger boys, this phenomenon 
is alarming. I consider it to be a real social  
disease as well as being an extremely perverse 
and dangerous dynamic, because it can lead  
to many other psychophysical problems. 
F. Rinaldi: In terms of the new aesthetic model,  
it’s extraordinary to consider that  
the dysmorphism has been eliminated  
from the psychiatric pathologies because today  
it’s a part of the collective attitude, and we’re  
all affected by it: every deviation from 
the pre-established canons makes us suffer,  
we are slaves to this pathology.

PROJECTING THE GAZE INTO THE MEDIUM-LONG 
TERM, WHAT WILL BE THE GREATEST CHANGES  
IN THE SCIENTIFIC WORLD?

G. Colabucci: There will be a radical change  
in the way we eat, the world population is such 
that we cannot continue to use and have infinite 
access to Earth’s resources, which are already  
not sufficient today. This is true both for food 
and water resources.
F. Rinalid: Diagnostic technologies will increase 
significantly and, in parallel, quantum physics  
will also lead to a true scientific revolution
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INSTITUTE OF BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE AND ENGENEERING 
DELL'ILLINOIS - USA

The Intracortical Visual Prosthesis (ICVP) is a new eye 
implant projected as a retina and optic nerve bypass  
to connect directly with the optic cortex of the brain. 
The first ICVP was successfully implanted in February 
2022 on a volunteer as a crucial part of the first phase 
of a study that allows the development of optical  
prostheses for the visually impaired. The study is led  
by Philip R. Troyk – executive director of the Pritzker 
Institute of Biomedical Science and Engineering  
at the Illinois Institute of Technology and represents  
the culmination of three decades of research dedicated 
to the possibility of providing artificial sight to anyone 
who is visually impaired.

MEDICAL AND BIONIC ENGINEERING
 
How much will technology permeate and change 
our everyday lives?  
Will man really become one with machines?
In part it is already so. A field of deep interest 
about the hybridisation of the body is that 
prostheses: for example think of prosthetic 
grafts that allow patients to move a limb.  
As the technology develops and makes their 
components smaller, they become more  
biocompatible with the body, implementing  
its functions and strengthening its structures  
in a complementary and harmonious way.  
The future of prostheses depends on the  
progress of biomedical engineering that  
applies engineering technologies for the  
solution of medical-biological and bionic  
problems that, imitating the structure  
and function of living organisms, develops  
equipment and technological implants able  
to improve organs and other body parts.  
Tomorrow’s prostheses will be neuroprostheses: 
mechanical devices will be substituted by devices 
capable of acting directly on the nervous system. 
Prostheses will move according to the intentions
of those who wear them and will generate  
voluntary movements thanks to electrical stimuli 
coming from the parts of the limbs that are still 
active. These new neurally operating implants  
will be able to transfer tactile sensations thanks  
to sensors, for example, on bionic arms.  
Brain neuroprostheses will be able to restore 
some lost cognitive functions to patients  
thanks to electrical stimulation. 

05/

The gap between disability and ability will  
be gradually filled with the progress of bionics,  
a science that becomes more and more capable 
of modelling its devices with a natural design, 
inspired by organic shapes. The new era  
of prostheses will allow bodies to overcome  
their limits, becoming stronger, faster, and more 
efficient. In a not-so-distant future,  
these artificial components and additions  
will probably be considered a real improvement  
of the species and could be applied to the body 
even before birth.
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ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE FÉDÉRALE DI LOSANNA X ISTITUTO 
DI BIOROBOTICA DELLA SCUOLA SUPERIORE SANT'ANNA, 
SVIZZERA - ITALIA

The scientific article published in lescience.it titled  
'A neural-prostheses to be implanted long term', 
presents a new neural implant by Ecole Polytechnique 
Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) and the Scuola Superiore 
Sant’Anna in Pisa. The device is meant to be implanted 
on the surface of the brain or spinal cord. It consists  
of a silicon substrate that incorporates electronic  
elements that stimulate the spinal cord at the site  
of a lesion, connected to each other by very thin gold 
cables and connected to contact electrodes  
composed of silicon and platinum microspheres.  
The device is called eDura, because it has the same 
components, mechanical properties and flexibility  
of the dura mater, the protective membrane  
that surrounds the brain and spinal cord. In fact,  
one of the biggest problems of the surface implants 
placed in direct contact with the brain or spinal cord  
is that if the latter moves even slightly, rubbing against 
the surface of the device, will cause inflammation  
and rejection. The properties of e-Dura, instead,  
with flexible and elastic fabric like the living parts,  
reduce the significant risk of inflammation.

3DBIO THERAPEUTICS - USA

Aurinovo is an ear implant made of living tissue  
and bio-printed in 3D for those suffering from microtia, 
a condition in which one or both ears are absent  
or underdeveloped. 'The ear' is made on the basis  
of the scanning and extraction of cells from the other 
ear of the patient, so as to provide correct peculiarities. 
The ear cartilage cells are then used  
for the 3D bioprinting by Aurinovo, which then replaces  
the ear suffering from microtia. 

08/

07/

COMAU X OSSUR - ITALY/ICELAND

Exoskeleton MATE-XT allows the user to support  
their upper limbs by replicating the natural  
and physiological movements of shoulders and arms. 
The perceived load, in this way, is relieved, significantly 
reducing the feeling of physical fatigue.  
The device was presented at Wired Health 2022,  
an event organised by Wired together with Humanitas 
that has as a goal the exploration of innovative  
tendencies and the use of new technologies  
in the health sector for the protection of health.

06/
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SCUOLA SUPERIORE SANT'ANNA DI PISA X UNIVERSITÀ DI GENO-
VA X ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS – ITALY/IRELAND

A group of researchers from the Robotic Institute  
in the Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna has started  
to experiment with 'Ultra-thin patches', microscopic 
patches that act from the outside inwards.  
The goal is to regenerate cartilage, bone, and muscle 
tissue to promote their regeneration without resorting 
to transplants or prostheses. The patch consists  
of a mixture of polymers integrated with piezoelectric 
nanoparticles made of zinc oxide. Through non-invasive 
surgery, it attaches to the tissue thanks  
to its ultra-thinness, and remains inside for up to three 
months, ensuring the therapeutic effect  
on the damaged tissue. At the end of its cycle, both 
polymers and piezoelectric particles degrade into  
absorbable components.

THE HEALING BODY – LAURA DESCHL

Laura Deschl, a talent trained in the Eindhoven  
Design Academy, has developed a system of therapeutic 
garments that nods to active-wear. The project was 
developed to explore the potential of the combination 
between acupressure and yoga movements with  
the idea of transforming movement and contact points 
into agents for healing psychological trauma. The yarns 
have a weaved grid that allows small spheres to massage 
specific points of the body, with a look that imitates 
classic yoga suits. The idea is to allow body weight  
to exert pressure on points independently targeted, 
reachable with movements that emulate asanas.

BEYOND TECHNOLOGY: THE BODY THAT HEALS 
THE BODY 

The fact that the progress of technology makes 
it possible to resort to alternative interventions 
to heal the body pushes patients to demand fast, 
effective, and especially minimally invasive  
interventions. Surgery and plastic  
and reconstructive medicine are transforming 
their techniques and approaches by adopting 
more innovative technologies like endoscopy  
or new generation laser for interventions  
that limit incisions and injections with  
the undoubted advantage of faster recovery 
times and less visible scars. In addition to minimal 
invasiveness, another underlying principle  
of the techniques of the future will  
be the stimulation of the body so that it  
self-heals and self-renews. Some examples:  
resurfacing skin that stimulates collagen  
production, microneedling that, through  
controlled skin microlesions, induces skin  
tissues to self-repair and accelerate cell  
turnover; ultherapy, a procedure that uses 
ultrasound to stimulate the collagen and elastin 
producing process in the body. 
New unconventional ways to heal, maintain  
health, and tone the body are spreading  
and gradually replacing traditional techniques. 
Respect for the body and its healing times  
and rhythms and the stimulation of the 'natural' 
process is the trend that will guide brands  
from here to the near future. 

10/

09/
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IF YOU WERE TO MAKE A MEDIUM TO LONG  
TERM PREDICTION IN REGARD TO THE EVOLUTION  
OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE HUMAN 
BODY AND TECHNOLOGY, WHAT TYPE  
OF SCENARIO DO YOU IMAGINE?

The most significant change will be the way  
we interact with the external world, adopting  
technological solutions that will make  
the relationship between our bodies  
and the technological devices we will use  
constantly. Today, the interaction comes mostly  
in analog form, but the complexity and speed  
with which the external world is transforming  
will render crucial the development of new,  
more immediate and natural forms of integration.  
Certainly, one of the most significant  
developments will concern the medical sector: 
our genome will be sequenced and will make  
medicine more customisable. A rising number  
of tools for the prevention of several diseases 

will be available, including diseases that today 
have a deadly outcome. Cancer will probably 
become a chronic disease. We will be interpreted 
as 'bearers' of data that will allow for diagnoses 
and treatment. New technologies in the service 
of prevention will probably allow the average  
lifespan to be lengthened to 100/120 years,  
as opposed to today’s average of 80.  
Performance and overall health of the human 
body will be improved and increased by the  
technology that will enhance its function,  
for example with exoskeletons that will help  
people with disabilities, or that will do heavy work 
or, even, thanks to the insertion in the body  
of sensors or implantable solutions, will allow  
the bearer to control and improve the interaction 
of the body with the external.
Over the next 10 to 15 years, the biotechnology 
sector will take giant steps and allow, through 
the development of solutions, human beings  
to live longer and in better conditions.

"Another phenomenon of epochal 
magnitude which we will witness  
will be a possible smaller genetic 

diversity induced  
by unmanaged globalisation. 

We will use and modify our body  
in increasingly similar ways. 
Social media is accelerating  
this uniformity of behaviour  
that will impact the physical  
perspective of each person. "

We will use and modify our body 
in increasingly similar ways
Fabrizio Conicella
CEO LSD – LIFE SCIENCE DISTRICT
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Watching these transformations, the theme  
of ethics will be at the centre of every  
debate and discussion: when new technologies 
are introduced, the problem is to have them 
become 'standard', not only to develop them, 
but also for them to be absorbed, understood, 
and accepted by society, respecting the ethical 
principles that underpin society itself.

THE CONCEPT OF LENGTHENING LIFE IS A VERY 
INTERESTING THEME BECAUSE IT IMPACTS  
THE WAY WE LOOK AT TECHNOLOGY,  
AS IT BECOMES 'SURVIVAL TECHNOLOGY.' 

I wouldn’t call it survival, rather technology  
of permanence in a certain state of health,  
which, in any case, is destined to suffer a decline 
over time and fail. Cryogenesis for the moment  
is the only bet. We are born and then die and  
I believe there is a reason for this. Technologies 
do nothing beyond allow us to be active in society 
in a more incisive way for as long as possible.  
Probably, in this regard another phenomenon  
of epochal magnitude which we will witness,  
will be a possible smaller genetic diversity  
induced by unmanaged globalisation.  
We will use and modify our body in increasingly 
similar ways. Social media is accelerating this  
uniformity of behaviour that will impact  
the physical perspective of each person.  

This development is something we must reason 
with today, because in 10 years it will be too late 
and we will lose our world heritage of diversity – 
one of the greatest riches of the human being.

DO YOU THINK THE RISK THAT NEW TECHNOLOGIES
WILL REDUCE DIVERSITY IS INEVITABLE?

No, it isn’t; history teaches us that often  
the great changes and the most extraordinary 
discoveries were generated by diversity  
and discontinuities, not approval.  
The more different we are, the more possibilities 
we have to be innovative and creative. The risk, 
for us and our bodies, is that excessive  
'technologisation' and permission  
of the relationship that exists between body  
and external environment greatly decreases  
the peculiarities and the differences that underlie 
evolutionary progress.  
Diversity is always a value to be respected  
and enhanced.

THE RISK OF A SCENARIO IN WHICH HISTORY  
REPEATS ITSELF OVER AND OVER DUE  
TO EXCESSIVE UNIFORMITY IS LOOMING; 
 IF THIS SHOULD REALLY HAPPEN,  
WOULD WE ARRIVE AT EXTINCTION? 

Too much uniformity could lead to a gradual 

impoverishment: just try to visualise the scenario 
in which all bodies will be equal, behaviours will be 
standardised and all will interface in the same way 
with a hypothetical life expectancy of 120 years: 
a scenario, to say the least, a little scary. A world 
where diversity is the protagonist is a whole 
other thing. The risk is to make the human body 
too technological, transforming it into a 'simple' 
connected machine. We have a blatant misfortune:
 we can’t control the unexpected for now and 
this produces a positive effect because it makes 
us continuously rethink our position with respect 
to others and the environment in which we live. 
The unexpected, the randomness, is and will 
always be our biggest fortune.

WILL TECHNOLOGY PHYSICALLY ENTER  
THE HUMAN BODY?

It already has. For example, think of dental  
prosthesis or a titanium hip prosthesis: we apply 
an intervening technology in the body in a way 
that was impossible only a few years ago. 
Another extraordinary technology takes place  
in Parkinson's patients: sensors are inserted  
that transmit electrical stimuli capable  
of controlling tremors.

PERHAPS THERE IS NOT YET A FULL PERCEPTION 
OF THE BENEFITS THAT TECHNOLOGY CAN BRING. 
IF WE THINK OF THE ANTI-VAX OR ALL THOSE 
WHO THINK THAT TECHNOLOGY IS A FORM  
OF CONTROLLING THE MASSES

Surely education is a fundamental element  
to give people critical tools to interpret the world 
around us, offering people the ability to form 
their own opinion is essential. There will always 
be people against the use of technology, in itself 
this opposition is not negative, it helps to avoid 
uniformity; the problem arises when there  
is an absence of critical thinking and the ability  
to interpret what surrounds us. Imposition  
is, and must be, a temporary and partial solution 
based on the principle that the interest  
of the majority exceeds that of the individual,  
this is the foundation of a democratic state.  
In reality we are already immersed in technology:  
the transition between technology outside  
the human body and the technology applied  
internally has already happened (catheters,  
pace-makers etc.). Printed small circuits are 
being experimented with, printed in the form  
of tattoos, rich in sensors. That is not the  
problem; the problem is people not being able  
to understand innovation and its impact,  
advantages and disadvantages and, on the basis 
of this knowledge, choose whether or not  
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to adopt an innovation, without sensationalism  
or ideological positions, rather  
with understanding.
 
THESE EXAMPLES REFLECT A POSITIVE USE  
OF THE TECHNOLOGY TO TREAT PATHOLOGIES 
OR DISABILITIES. DO THESE TYPES  
OF INNOVATIONS ALSO HAVE NEGATIVE EFFECTS? 

Certainly, these technologies can be used  
in a negative and harmful way, first in the field  
of war: Russia, China, and the United States have 
already supplied exoskeletons that help  
the military to perform certain tasks.  
The enhanced-human body will fight better  
and control relations with the outside world. 
Many of the most advanced technologies derive 
from military research and applications.  
Besides war, other risks could arise from the use 
of these technologies by criminal organisations 
or by individual states: tomorrow they might  
be able to enter a human body and threaten  
the person in question, for example, to block his  
pacemaker if he does not give in and pay  
a ransom or block the supply of electricity  
in an 'enemy' country.

IS IT POSSIBLE THAT IN THE FUTURE THERE WILL 
BE NO MORE WARS BECAUSE WE WILL ALL HAVE 
ACCESS TO THE SAME TECHNOLOGIES?

Unfortunately, I don’t think this will be possible  
in the medium term, due to irrational  
and animalistic drives, selfishness  
and opportunism, wealth and poverty will  
continue to exist and to be part of society.  
Still, I hope I'm wrong because, if I’m not,  
with technological advancement and these new 
weapons, we would truly risk meeting extinction. 
I hope that common sense can be enough  
to avoid wars, but unfortunately people,  
as we have seen, are harmful both  
to themselves and to the environment.  
The development of technologies applied  
to the human body must go hand in hand with  
the development of our spirituality or it will  
remain just technical, while real change must take 
place at the cultural level.
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$41mil 63% 6/10

The report estimates that 
the prosthetic implants 
market in North America 
is the biggest in the world, 
with a prediction of 
generating $41billion  
by 2023.
STATISTA - 'TOTAL GLOBAL IMPLANTS MARKET 
VALUE BY REGION IN 2016 AND A FORECAST  
FOR 2023 (IN BILLION U.S. DOLLARS)*', 2017

'If you had the chance  
to substitute a natural part  
of your body with an artificial  
implant, would you?' Kaspersky’s 
study shows that 63% of Europeans 
have found this process interesting 
and have even taken into account 
the opportunity to participate  
in the process of improving  
cognitive and physical skills  
in the artificial matrix. 

KASPERSKY - 'THE FUTURE OF HUMAN  
AUGMENTATION', 2020

Six Americans out of 10 have 
taken into consideration  
the idea of having a chip  
surgically implanted in their 
brains to heighten their own  
cognitive capacity, if they had  
the possibility of turning  
it on and off.

FORTUNE - 'MOST PEOPLE SAY THEY'RE COOL 
WITH HAVING CHIPS IMPLANTED IN THEIR BRAINS, 
BUT ONLY IF THEY CAN TURN THEM OFF', 2022

Some 
data
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When science and science fiction overlap to give 
life to increasingly daring, but realistic scenarios, 
what will the future of the evolution of the human 
species be? In addition to biomedical engineering 
and bionics, genetic engineering  
(or the recombinant DNA) will also have  
a determinant role. The first objective  
that genetic engineering will probably achieve  
is the defeat of some serious diseases  
and the end of genetic malformations with direct 
intervention at the embryonic level. However,  
it’s probable that the instinct which leads humans 
to want to improve their conditions will keep  
pushing the possibilities. The speed at which new  
technologies are progressing suggests  
that doctors and future parents will be able  
to select the genes to keep and which to modify  
or recover; it’s probable that this will happen 
thanks to real gene banks. Will the future  
of the human species therefore be 'designed'  
at a table and will tomorrow’s human beings  
be built free of diseases and malformations,  
having somatic characteristics chosen  
in a 'catalogue'? That’s one of the possible  

Genetic Engineering

scenarios. If this reality still seems far away today, 
we should remember that a few decades ago  
no one believed it would be possible to implant 
a new heart or recreate a body part using 3D 
printers. A possible post Homo Sapiens future, 
prophesied by various movements, including  
transhumanism (a term coined in 1975 by Julian 
Huxley) – also abbreviated as >H, H+ or H-plus– 
will see enhanced humans with their physical  
and cognitive capacities in view of a possible  
evolution towards a post-human species.  
Future forecasts give us glimpses of different 
scenarios between dystopian post-human  
realities in which artificial intelligence will  
be self-conscious and will take over by announcing 
the end of humanity as we know it, all the way  
to the most utopic union between human species 
and AI that will mark the beginning of the biotech 
civilisation where man, nature, and robots  
will coexist in harmony and with new morals.  
For now, these are just embryonic opinions  
and hypotheses, but one thing is for certain:  
the future is still to be written.
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Thank you
The 2022 Report team would like to thank  
all the professionals who shared their point 
of view with clarity and generosity on the 
issues covered in the study. In the one-to-one 
interviews, we had the opportunity to investigate 
many factors related to the trends that impact 
the future of the human body. Thank you, 
because of your words, the vision we have been 
able to trace is more complete and relevant:
Erika Affer, Maurizio Bossi, Gaetano Colabucci, 
Fabrizio Conicella, Laura Deni, Gonzalo Garate, 
Kimberly Grabel, Michela Marabini, Marta Massari, 
Anthony Mathé, Michal Popov, Fabio Rinaldi,
Tang Dekai, Eldar Yusupov

Thanks also to the colleagues of the FutureBrand 
global network, who helped us to realise  
the scope of our research and supported  
us with ideas, contacts and suggestions.

Finally, thanks also go to: Yosra Adel and Giacomo 
Zani, who contributed to the first draft of this 
study; the talent of Laura Placenti who illustrated 
this report with creativity and imagination;  
to our management team who believed 
in the project (even when it took time away from 
customers); and to our colleagues in Milan  
who have tolerated our delays and our perennial 
distress.
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